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Chalpter 1

Teaching Children to Think

Iritroduction

The purpose,ot this book is to help teachers teach children

how to think and esp.ecially how to think creatively. Much'time

in the classroom is gpent teaching inEormation and baSic skills

0 reading and mathematics, very little is used to teach

children how to,use information and basic skills in thinking,

solving problemi, or creating new ideas.

Creative thinking ii Ei.ie ability to.think of a lot of ideas

where there is a 'problem or a.need for ideas. It is also being

able tO think of many Oifferent ideas, being able to think of

unique or original ideas, and being aiSle to deVelop or elaborate

7,ideas. Sometimds it is being able to ask gdod.questions which

-'clarify a problem. It is also being able to ti7aTIAlate ideas intio:

-forffis of communication or expressioa which make it possible for

other people to grasp our ideas or solution to problems." Thus,

we must be able to ft-11d words or use art Media, music, drama,

or Movement to express our ideassolutions,,or eelings.

In an i cteasingly complex, ever changing, challeoging and

problem-ridden world, people of.all ages haVe great need to be

good creative"thinkers and-good problem solvers. 'However, our

greatest hope for iMprOviny tlinking lies with children in school.

It is easier to arrange the condition'S in school to'hFlp children

learn how to think than to try to'change adults, most of whom are

no longer involved in formal education.

_7



'Children from some economically disadvantaged and low-income

minority families are more likely than middle iTlass children to

face serious problems in many aspects of their lives. Thus they

have a special-need,to become good,thinkers good problem solvers.

This book is directed especially to teachers of children

from ssome economicalry disadvantaged and low-income minority

jamilies, but it is likely that all teachers will find the'infor-

mation useful in improving their teaching of thir(king, creative

thinking, problem solving, critical thinking, and ihquiry.

An attempt was Tade to assemble and. evaluate a large amount

of information 'about teaching materials and methods, especially

for.teaching creative thinking and problem solving. HoweverOt

was found that such materials are often closely related to the

teaching topics of inquiry and critical thinking. Therefore,

thesgtopicsareclealts.d.thin reviews wheneve'r some aspect of

creativity or problem solving was identified as a part of critical

thinking, inquiry, etc.

It waS also recognized very early in the project that, most

of the time in typical cla'ssrooms is devoted to the usual cur-

ricular or subject matter areas sUch as social studies, language

arts. and re ding, scitnce and mathemacs. Thus, it was decided

that it ht be best to give teachers information oh how to .

teach thin ngwiShin, regular bjects as much as posiible.'



it,was recognized that a lot of gtiidance and

direction' from teachers on thq job would be needed. Thus nearly,

one hundred-teachers in Atlanta, Kansas City, Indianapolis,

and Los Angeles were intbrviewed. Irlikaddition, questionnaires

were given to hundreds of other teachers in grades kinde'rgarten

to six. Thus, a greatdeal was learned about teachers' needs,

problems and concerns in trying to teach children to think.

An Overview of This Book

Chapter Two discusses the purposes, objectives, and ration-
\

ale of this investigation. I is designed to provide an over-

view of problems and approaches in teaching disadliantaged,childc

ren and in teac ng creativity and problem solving in general.

A.theoretical conception of problem solving is also presented.

Chapter

material\ for

dividedfinto

Three contains descriptions of published teaching,

specific grade level and subject areas. ,It.is

two main sections. The first section. iincludes

reviews of commercially published materials dealing with crea-

tivity and problem solving. The second section includes re-

views of books that can be used, either through the suggeyions

that they give on methods of teaching creative thinking or
L

problem-solving, or by ac1tually using.them as stimulus materials.'

The best wa to use Chapter Three is as a reference source to

familiarize yourself win the great variety of materials that"

are available. In this way you will be better able to choose ,

materis to fit your spe ific nepd-s.
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Chapter our presents infgrmation about teaching methods

or technigues which can be readily adapted by the.teacher to

fit any grade level and subject area. Nothing need be pur-

chased. These are methods and techniques for teaching 'crea--_,

tive thinking, problem solving, inquiry etc. Often no special

materials are neededk. No AV equipment is eeded. However,

it will usually be necessary to adapt the technique o fit a

.mrticular grade level or subject matter.

Chapter Five provides more specific directions on how to

get a'project started in the classroom. It gives detailed

4-)_directions for creativity and problem solving tasks and exer-
.-

gises and procedures for iMplementing them it the classroom.
e

Summary (
The purpose of this book is to help teachers learn about

promising materials, methods and techniques for teaching

creqive-thinking and problem solvingin their classrooms..

In many schools teachers are developing' broad new methods for

open and'individualized instruction. Most' Of the material

reviewed in this book for teactring creative thinking and

problem solving will work well in open and individualized

classrooms. Creative thinking and problem solving are

°It
tensely personal and individual experinces which thrive.in

-

an open classroom climate. liOwever, teathers who maintain a'

more traditional lclassroorn organization will also find that

many of the material d metholis are adaptable to their needs
#,

I.
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and orAanization. A wealth of good ideas and good materials is

available for-teachers who are industrious, intelligent, crea-

tive,_and motivated to apply the in their classrooms.

,

tt.

aL.
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Introduction-

Ch'apter 2

The--Troject Rationale

There is an urgent need to im

problem solving for disadvantaged chi en. The many social and

\I

instruction in creative

political problems which face our nation will best be solved by

citizens who have become good thinkers.
v

is the majApc and essential ingredient of effective thinking. The

purpose of this Project was to review research an4 development on

promising/m thodsprograms or sets of. instructional materials for

teaching creative problem solving to disadvantaged children. The

Creative problem solving

r0ort is designed chiefly for teachers and principals,of elemenr
4.1

tary and junior high disadvantaged youpgsters. .In addifion to

complete, information about the material there are also suggestions

to teachers to guide them in developing.new creative problem sol-

ving activities as demonstration projects. The ultimate purpose,

is-to get more teachers of the disadvantaged to introduce instruc-

tion in creative problem solving in their classes.

Problem

While teaching for effective thinking and problem solving.

has long been a stated goal in American,educatiOn, there is sub-
k

stantial evidence that this goal. is'not being achieved by our

schools. Educators have obseTved the discrepancy between our

goals and actuai school practices. The criticsof ,pducation have //---
,

not, apparently, stimulated any Widespread change in classroom
\ 0

behavior. As the world is confronted by an inCreasing number of

12
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critical probiems, andLstudents become'increasingly sdnsiXive'to
r K-

K

the need'to-be educated to solve -thtm, more and more pressures
2

are brought to. bear on teachers and4school administrators. Ii

tensive efforts are needed to provide teacher, administrator's, and

students with the ski118, resources:and inforMatlon that-are

needed to broaden t.le 'raliage of instructional. activities. The

need fOr'sdch efforts is dranwtically underscored when specific

Consideration is given to disadvantaged segments of our population.

gp A Conception of Creative Proidem'Solvin

Guilford and Holpner (1971) have carried out extensive

research on problem solving abilities. They conclude that there

.

Is no single problem solving Instead, there are a number

of abilities involved in the complete problem solving process.

They concluded from their factor anaplytic studies of problem sol-

ving that the following abilities are major cognitive functions

in problem solving: (1) thinking rapidly of several characteris-

_tics of a given object or situation; (2) classifying objects or

ideas; (3) perceiving relationships; (4) thinking of alternative litek

outcomes; (5) listing characteristAcs of ,a goal; and (6) producingI.
logical solutions (pages 104-107).1

Rationale 4

Children from some disadvantaged families face severe

MC,
handicaps at:MD.111e and in school in their cognitive development.

Effective thinking, creativity, and problem solving are neither

valued highly, nor adequately modeled, in the home, and teachers

lack skill in developing these abilities among children in the



schools, The problem addressed inthis project was to prOvide a

comprehensive, interpretive survey_of theory and esearch concern-

ing the.need, implementation, and evaluation. of materials and

,methods for fostering creative developMent and improving-problem

solving abilities among disadvantaged elementary school pupils.

The moterial produaed-in the'project will be intended to be dir-
\

ectly useful for classrbom teachers nd school administrators in

schools in which large nuilibers of disadvlantaged elementary school

pupils are enrolled.

The definition of disadvantaged children used in this protest

refers to youngsters who have suffered some deficit in their cog

nitive development due to socioeconomic and/or ethnic background

factors in their homes, schools, and community. Creativity and

problem solving have been united intd a single complex concept

following the model proposed by Guilford (.1967). This model s'resses

the fact that many discrete creative abilities such as fluency,

flexibility/and originality, while measureable and trainable

separately, are in reality-Indispensable components' of realistic

and complex problem solving behavior. ,Puzzle type problems might

involve only retricted logical thinking abilities. Real life

problem solving is really creative problem solving in that it

requires a wide range of creative, conceptual and logicalthinking

abilities.

It is a frequentlj -N-m-essed goal of American education, at

all levels, to foster cognitive growth among children, and parti-
.

cularly to help children think creatively and io become better

14



pr-oblem scilver.S. In their-text' Teaching For Thiriking, Raths,

Wasserman, Jonas, and Rothsein (1967) state the case, in general"'
,

term asl °follows:*
i

5 .

. .

. There is a widespread verbal recognition of the import.;
,i,

tance of thinking. We want our children to be able to think
for themselyes, to be self-directing, considera ,,and thought.=

tcful. In situations which are new to them we hop they will be'
. able to apply knowledge which they have\gained in the past.

(p... l)

. e

The importance of research on creativity and problem solving

more specifically, has been described by Parnes (1967), Torrance

(1961, 1967), Torrance.and Myers (1970), Guilford (1967) and

others. Guilford has described the importance of, creative problem

solving in education in an especially provocative way:,
r

It is apparent that the solution't tO numerous human .

problems are dependent'upon education of the world's popula-
'tion....An-4nformed pedple...is a creative, problem-solving.
people (1.997, p. 12).

Despite the fact that teaching pupils to think-creatively'and

to solve problems are.central goals of education, American schools

have failed to a.kaarge extent to provide appropriate insfruction;

this problem seems especially critical for disadvantaged children.

While some problem solving activities are found in most science

and mathematics curricula, and in some social studies programs,

they tend to follow narrowly-prescribed traditional modes of in-

quiry, and frequently involve trivial problems. Furthermore, even

these simple attempts are often not included in the curriculum in

inner city,schools.

Many of the characteristics whiCh teachers appear to value

most highly, and so to cultivate in their classrooms, may be

15
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A

inimical to the improvement of breative thinking and problem sol-
-

ving abilities. Torrance observedl"

...teachers and parents, give evidence of being:.more con
'earned abodt having "good childrenY, 'in the sense of their'
being easy to manage,.wdll-behaved, and adjusted to social,.

. norms. It is ra-re that we are genUidely willing for a child
to achieve his. Potentialities (1955, pi. 14).

The próblem,Of developing "good"' or-well-behaved children as

oppose4qto teaching children to become more creativelthinkers andY\
bdtter problem solverseis parttcularlY'acute' in ihnez-city SohOols.

Teachers in these schools are very much Concerned:with discipline

and "good 12ehavior." Frequently, such behavior is emphasized at

the expense of more appropriate cogniti;e4-4goals.
N

Thpre are alsO.indications that. many of the,skills and cogni-,

tive abilities which are stressed in schobl are likely ...tq result

in further handicaps for disadvantaged children. Many studies,
t.

have shown that disadvantaged children often perform poorly on

the measures of achievement, intelligence, and cognitive development

14\ which are predominantly used in public school settings (Bloom, Davis,

and "less, 1965, Deutsbh, Katz, and Jensen, 1968; Frost and Hawks,

1966; Kenned Y. Van DeRiet, and White, 1963).

Examples of areas in which disadvantaged children have been

found to be limited, which may also be importantly related to the

development of,problem solving, creative thinkimsand other comiglex

1
bognitive abilities, include: verbal Skills and symbolic represent-

.

ation (Vairo and whittaker, 1967; Blank and Soloman, 1969; John,

1963; John and Goldstein,. 1967) ; abstract thinking and flexibility-

(Roberts, 1967 Hirsch,, 1969; Jensen, 1968); general reading

.16
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.r k

abilities (Stauffer, 1967); and problem solving (Feldhusen,At

19723. Houtz.and Feldh en, 1976).
.

4fl

Recent research has/peen directed towards the identiffcaPtion
. A

strengths.of disadvantaged children. Torrance (1973) developed

a checklist to assist in the identi/fidation cA creatively gifZad
tr-, ,

disadvantaged children. This che klist presents a variety of

behaviors'that may be- observed en children/ are actively-edgage4
, .

in classroom activities. The haviors reflect strengths and

abAlities, which can be develo d through appropriate instruction. s

/
Often, disadvantaged chil ren's clasirooms include instruc-

tions, books or problems whiclj are too abstract or meaningless for.

the*. Instead, they need'Eirst to understand concepts on a "person-

al" level, by working,with.those things with which they are most

familiar.

Childrem:must learn-to determine differences between relevant

and irrelevant information, to make hypotheses, and to evaluate

their ideas. Bruce (1967) asserts that these aspects of problem

solving are neglected'in Schools. Although texts may show how others

have sought answers to their questions, disadvantaged children need

to be active participants in solving problems which are relevant

to them in order to develop these cognitive processes. Jarvis (1965)

stressed the need for disadvantaged elementary school children to be

explicitly taught the intellectural operations of'critical thinking,

rather than teaching them, what to think', or.expecting that they

will learm these operations as a by-product of their classroom

studies.

.Instead, teachers should introduce problem solving instruction,

17
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.

, .:

and through this instruction develop the material (-17grvis, 1966).

Kelson (1968) suggested that the curriculum ihould include mater-,

ials built around real Or relevant problems. .Using such materials,

inowledgezand skills could.be introcluded as needed. There would

be no need to teachiscipline,.oiLëd knowledge simply because-
.

n'';

it might be ,ubeful later.,

Dawson (1970))called for learnin tituations ich would in-
er

terest-the'tu nts, relate to their dail and involve them

in the learning process. Dawson foulid that role playing- with real-

t-
istic problem situations can be

.

used to .encourage the students to

engage in planning, imaginative thinking, problem solving, and

discussion.' He'. concYuded that students not only learned by hand-

ling relevant problems through acting them out, but alsO learned

to take and give criticism.

Torrance (1974) recent* suggested that planning for and

thinking about the future be used as vehiclea in developing child-
a4

ren's creative thinking and-problem solving abilities:

Schools are accustomed to teaching to deepen chil
understanding of a present event by helping 'them learn
its history. It is just as important to help them specula
knowledgeably, about the event's future (p. 65).

Disadvantaged children can use their positive strengths and abili-

ties in oral expression, mevement, nd acting as well as indis-

cussion, writing and'ait*aiive art to tackle the problems of the

.future.. Hopefully such 64perience will better ecluip them to deal
4

with pretent problems.

Ross (1968) asserted that there are no disa'dvantaged children

in art, since all children have feelings and can express them.

18
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Techniques were described to hielp studentd/bectome m re aware of
/

environment. ,By aving them photograph varith us scenes around'

the,city .they began to see the enJ vironment in a new way and tried

to Shape it artistically. By aling this, Ross argued, they could
Ai

develop insights and perceptions necessary to reshape the environ-

ment in later years. This assignment alsb had other influences.

The students.'Were.ab1e to question (and trto answer) what their

place was in the environment. The photographs and paintings helried
&Z. -

,them compare objective redlity- to A subjective record thereby,

offering them a better view, of the world. The creative study of'

thei4lenvironment may also have produced some parallel growth in

'other areas. The students seemed to be more motivated to-read,

to gain mbre informa on on the subjects photograPhpd, and to writl,

Y,
about their creationd).

, Torrance (1969) proposed that developing ttie potential of

disadVantaged children is possable, but that our efforts have been

limited by our failure to identify and develop the talents which

axe valued by particular subcultures. Torrance identified- a set

/
of "creat've positives," which he concluded occur n'among disadva-

,

Agged children with high,frequency, and upon wflich programs for

the development of talept might, successfully bp created. These
4?

Creative positives" were: high non-verbal fluency and originality;

high creative productivity in small groups; adeptness in,visual_art

ac;ities; high creativity in movement, dance-, and other phys'cal

activities; high-motivation iSr games, music, sports, humcsand

'concrete objects; and rich imagery in language.p Torrance.(1969,
, (

19,-
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76-77) also described racteristics of s'chool programs'for dis-

advantaged children which have'at±empted to provide opportunities
; N

for talent development (Witt, 1968; Howe, 1969; Bruch, 1969)*

Torrance (1971) reviewed studies of differential performance
. . i

of racial groups and socioeconomic clasOoomparisons on measures

of creative thinking in a wi.de/variety of geographic areas. In

- reviewing moreAhan a dozen studies, Torrance noted that in rela-

tion to verbal creative thinking abillities, most studies reported

either superior performance by advantaged pupi -Or:no significant'
P

differences. In Many studies of non-verbal creative thinking

abilities, 4owever, disadvantaged students scored * well or Ve.ti*r; 4

than more advantaged groups. "Torrance concluded-that the creativew,
4 &"

potentia3_of disadvantaged children must be respected and developed
Rr

r 0

in school and community pro&ams. Such emphases may.',be as imPort*'
k-,

ant as or even more.important than emphases -on compensation of,,
y-

deficits.'

Approaches to'Trainiftg

It seems there are many different ways for teachers who recog-

nize the importance of creativity and problem solving to'bring

training in these areas into their classrooms. Teachers' can also

plan ways to use this training in subject areae already in the

curriculum. However, teachers need to have a ,better understanding

nf irdative problem solving befol4e they can present it to their

students (Jarvis, 1965). Above all, the pi,oblem of providing

training which may be too abstract, and therefore irrelevant ,a-nd

confusing for the child; must be avoided.-

20



Disadvantaged children are gAatly influenced by/the envirori-

ment in fdhich they live, Their homes and school experiences may

affJE't them in such a way as o hinder their growth in concept.
1

formation,,verbal proficiency nd transition from codcrete 10fo

absfract.thought. These are'as are important in the development

of problem'solving abilities.

A number of programs and sets of instructionat material;ore

now availab/i.for teaching'creative problem solving. While,it

aes
creative and energeticteachers can do mucheto develop

and-uie their own material0 and methods for teaching creati e,

'A:Problem solving, hopefully systematically de'veloped and evaluate
---> . .

. i-' materials could make the teaher',s task ier'or could help

/'teachers do a better job.

21
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Chapter 3) '

Revie)as of Instructional Material and Books

For Teaching CreatiVity and Eroblim Solving

This chapter presents treviews of instructional matei,ials

and books on teaching .creative thtnking. The reviews instruc-

tional material contain much specific' information. Look at a
-a

sample review in that section. Then look at the headings des-

cribed in Figure I. To the right of4the headings are explanations

of what each word or words mean.

The reviews will give you all the information you need to

make a tentative 911cision as to the suita4lity of a:\kit or set

of materials 'for your needs and interests. All of the reviews

describe good, yseful) productive instructionarmaterials. Mater-
,

4
.

ials were included only after,.a careful inspection and review of
,

a set inOicated that it would be useful in teaChing creative

thinking or problem solving. 'When you settle on some materials

which Ibok,interesting, you should read th entire review care-
\ i $

fully.

-The,reviewt of books on teaching creative thinking and prob-

fem solving are grouped together at the end of the chapter. T4se

reviews attempt to show howeach book would be useful to the

classroom teacher. They begin on page 19.
'
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Figure

The Format ofla Review of Instructional material

What: This gives the title of the Material and the
author. ,

?.
.

Published This is the name//of
.

the ompaly publishing
By:, the material and ailing address.-

Haw
To
Order:

Description:

Target
AudienCe:

This Oart give three piecels of information.

The first bit will tell.you where to selld your

orders. Usually this will be 'the publishe

unlesi otherwiseindicated If 'it is the'
%

publisher it will say "Ord fr6k

use thesaddress given above n the "Published

By." section. The second bit of information

the price

reviewed.

what ite or. .arts of the material will be

expended or 40 as the kit is used in the

of the material at the time it was

The final bit of information tells

'classiOom. These 3, ems/ an usually be replaced

by the teacher or the publisher.'
7

This seetion gives a brief description of

?the material, haw it is used, and its most

salient 'characteristics.

This seCtion describes the grade level qr

which the material is intended.: .

,

c_
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)

Materials , . This section tells the quantity of the
Provided: .

\.

N

r

materials r vidbd and names each piece that

'will come/with the kit. The teacher should

Teacher's
Guide:

look at the "How to:Order"%sectio to see what

materials will have to be repl ced.

If the kit contains acher's guide,

this section will des6ribe the guide and tell
"Ne'-s

what ypu can expeCt from it. ,It.will also
. -

tell about follow 'up activities that are

gested by the guide.

-- .

Subject This section describelow the material
matter and .

\Teaching can be used in a vartety of subject areas.
Strategy:

(
...--

,

you can
)
use this inf-i4ration to plan how you

will integrate, a kit into your daily ichEdrule,

Rationale:

.4

or'use it to plan for criptivity sessions in

your clasaroom. The teaching strategy de- .

scribes the suggested sequence'of events that

the teacher could use to teach a class. . The

use of-the material with small groups, large
nA

groups and individuals is also dii6ubsia..

Here the fundaffiental nature of the mater-
_ .

ial_is dismissed. Its theoretical bases are

described.
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What:

Published
By:

Hoiw
TO List price: Set divided into-four series of
Order: filmstrips rangidg from $32..00-

$40.00'each.

\,
CodsuMable items: None

19

diovisual lAvolvement Slries: Concepts and
Values for Early Education

BFA EdueationalItedia
2211 Michigan
Santa Monica, C lifornia 90404

Order fromi publisher. . '

Description': Th Audio isualInvolveMent Series ig

.,colle tion of silent filmstrips with teacher

manuals designed to elicit the active involve-

,

of children in .the development of Primary

V learning skills,)concepts, and values through'

role-playing.acetiiities. The childi4n'inter-,

act with the scenes or with the objects pro-
.

00
jected omto the screen in expetiences directed

toward building and refining observation skills,

thinking skills; seLf-expression/creative,ex=

pression, problem-solving, reasoning, ,pmd,voca-
','

bulary development.

The series consists of thirty-one silnt

,filmstrips. Seven major themes are-represented

(reasoning, using my Imagination, lei's,pretend,

. taking care oemyself, taking care of things a-'

round me, how I live in my world,,and the-pro-

blems of my world) and each theme unit has a

teacher!s guide which provides appropriate

directions and questiOns for each filmstrip pre-

o'

25



sentation..

,The firsi-Wpe units are appropriate to

developing problem solving skills and creative
4

expression in childfe ,lhe'remaAcing four'

'unidtal with instructiori%in peisonal hy-

,gieir'and safety, attitudes-toward the care

Alit
and presentation of pempal and public proper-,

ty, scientific concepts and social swiftness.

UpitiApne; entitded "Reasoning:," consists,'

of four-filmstrips which involve the children

,in acquiring important observa skills for

bokh reading and for problem-solving. Vigual

40

20

r

. .

,

dis imination and visual mqMory are strength-
N -o.

ened hrough exercises showiing a grouping of

objects, then showing the same grouping.with

one or more of the objects missing orradded.-

Students are.asked to identify the missing
,

items. Skills in classification, in knowing

what evidence to look for id.solving a problem,

'and how to interpret evidence are developed

by the presentation of different sl,ttings from
7.

which children are asked to interpreethe evi-

dence and determine such things as "what is it

like?", "

is this p

pupil with

hat things do you need here?", "Where

?" This unit also"presents.the

open-ended txpes of situations in

student is asked to evaluate, towhich the

2 6

/

'
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think of possible courses of action, and to '

state1Which action he or she would choose.

Unit TWO, entitled "Using my Imagination,1

contains five silent ilmstrips which,present-

fantastic situations aS aids in the develop-

ment of basic conceptual skills (e.g.-like-

nesses and differences, relative location and

size, and geometric shapes). Creative expres-
.f,;-,

Sion is encouraged by asking each child io imag-

ine how different projected objects mighi sound,

feel, and taste. Ctildren are encouraged to

make comparisons of different objects and to

suggest how things are similarand hoW they are

different. Another filmstrip asks the children

to use,their imagination ai they place toys or

themselves in variOus positions on the screen.

4

Here the emphasis is on skills relating to rela-

tive location discrimination.

Unit Three, entitled "Let's pretend," con-

sists of four 'filmstrips which"present imagina-

tive situations designed to Oromote and sharpen

students' ability to describe their reactions to

a variety of situations, actions,- shaPes, and

objects.

gecause these filmstrips use'images rather

than words to stimulate creative functioning,

they shoyld be particularly effective for use

27
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with disadvantaged children.

Target Primary and elementary grades.
Audience:

Materials The series contains thirty-one silent
Provided:

filmstrips on seven major themes. Each theme

Teacher's
Guide:

Subject
Matter and
Teaching
Strategy:

unit is accompanidd by a guide which offers

directions and Questions for each filmstrip

presentation.

-4

- Each guide which accompanies the specific

theme unit provides information on how to use

the Audiovisual Involvement Series effectively

to ensure the active participation of the

children in each activity. Each frame of the

filmstrips is described and sample questions

are suggested for the teacher. Follow-up acti-

vities are suggested for each individual unit.

The filmstrip itself contains a synopsis of the

suggestions offered in the teacher's guide,and it
1

is suggested that the teacher review the film-

strip one day before 't,is presented to the

children.

The Audiovisual Involvement Series is de-

signed to develop language skills and concepts

by using filmitrip pictures as the basis for

instruction. Children stand in front Of the

screen and role-play in scenes or with objects

28



Rationale:
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projected on them. The picture may be pro-

jected directly onto a child or children (who'

are clothed with a white4Covering) who then "be-
,

come" the picture. on-screen participants inter-

act with off-screen participants. Presentation

is controlled by.the teacher who asXs questions:

which are provided in each teaching guide of

4E1the unit.

o The.Audiovisual xnvolvementeries is.based

on the rationall that children .learn easier and

better when they're actively involved in the

sentation of materials. This immediate partici-
,

pation i the learlg,experience is uniquely

realized by having children,interact in a role-

playing manner with a picture.screen, with

classmates, and with the teacher in directed
0

experiences intended to build and refine various

language, reaaing, and creative abilities.

29
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Creating Learning Centers

Set 1: Infermediat6 Level by Margaret HUghes
and Peggy Dakan

Set 2: Primark Level by Sue Parker and
Dorothy Thompson

PulAished Creative TeaChing Press, Inc.
By: 51,1 Hermosa vieta Avenue

Monterey Park, California 91751

How . Order,from publisher.
To List price: $5.95
Order: Consumable items: None

Description:

Target
Audience:

Creating Learning Cenr presents_materials

and ideas for teachers and stuclents on how to set
\

up and use learning centers to facilitate dis-
\

covery learning. Ideas are grouped intop four

categories: Science and math, language arts,

social studies, and miscellaneous subjects. The

activities involve learning and discovering

facts about nature, numbers, literature, history,

and language.

Set 1, Intermediate elementary
Set 2, Primary (grades 1-3)

materials 56 Idea Cards, outlining objectives, materials,
Provided: and activities.

Teacher's
Guide:

Notes °to the teacher.

An introduction addressed.to the teacher is

included that describes learning centers and what

16
they should include. Suggestions are offered,

but teachers are encouraged to fashion the center

30



Subject
Matter and
Teaching
Strategy:

2 5

to suit"their individual class needs.
) .

The learning center is, by its very nature,

a free-form activity that can bemoaded, to Eit
,

the individual teacher and the'class. The

general teacher suggestions presented in Crea-

ting Learning. Centers show how to.devlop a

center that reflects the needs and abilities
,e

of one particular class. The activity cards
-

enable the teacher to set Ilto a learning center

and select appropiiate materials. Learning

centers,may involve an entire class at once,

small groups, or individuals on their own time.

They may take the form of extra credit activi-

ties, or be used as a regular part of the weekly

or daily curriculum. The teacher can explore-

the ideas and establish the best way to use

them in the classroom.

Rationale: The kits are a product of the belief that

student involvement and teacher-student inter-

action are vital conditions for effective

learning. When students work on their own,

and are interested and enjoy their studies,

their performance and growth are especially re-

warding.
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*hat:

PUblished
AY:-

Description:

Target
Audience:

Materials
Proviaed:

Teacher's
Guide:

26

Creativ Activities for Language Arts.
For th developme-nt of Individual Creative Abilities

Genevi ve Bylinowski

mayear chool Publishing Company, I c.
Wilkin burg, Pennsylvania 15221

Order from publisher.
List rice: $3.00.
Cons able items: 30 spirit or liquid duplicating

masters.,

creative Activities for Language Arts is a
i

/ .

collecti'on of creativity-oriented ideas that in-
N.

volve children in writing, drawing, ind reading..

Each activity is designed'to be interesting and

(

sstimulating to stuclents and involves ideas and '

objects that they are familiar with. Some acti-
-

vities iequire adding parts to stories, drawing

expressive pictures, asking questions, and in=\,-

venting things. All of them allow the young

reader and writer to express himself, and they

encourage the,growth of each child's creative

and expressive capabilities.

0

Children 7-12 years old.

A booklet of 30 8" x 11" duplibating

masters of ideas. Each sheet contains enough

space for each child's responses. Introduction

and notes to .tbe teacher.

The introduciion presents the purpose of

the booklet, and a short comment is given for

32



Subject
Matter ana
Teaching
Strategy:

Rationale:

27

each of the 30 activities. The comments explain

the rationale for the particular activities, and

sometimes suggest how an exercise can best be

tilled in the classroom.

The activities are all directed towards the

development of, the individual Student's language-

related creative abilities. The 6314.,ection does

not form a.self-contained program, but instead

.is intended to be a:supplement to normal instruc-

tion ttat can be used whenever the teacher de-.

sires. Each exercise could be presented to one

student, or to an entire class.

Creative Activities for Landuage Arts is

based on the concept that in order to develop

children's creative thinking, they must have

varied practice in producing ideas. By chalIeng-

ing_children, the activities encourage indivi-
o

dual expression and depth of thinking that is

essential to creative deveiopment.
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What: Creative Expression: Lower Primary ,e

Billy Leon Shumate

Creative writing: Primary

Billy Leon Shumate

Creative writing: Intermediate

Alice and Lawrence L. Tomas

Creativp witing: Upper Intermediate

Lawrence L. TOMas

-CPublished Milliken Pubiishing.Company
By: 1100 Research Boulevard

St. 'Louis, missouri 63132

Mow, Order from publisher.
To List price: $7495 for each level.
Order: Consumable items: Duplicating masters.

Desgription:

28

Creative Expression and the three Creative

Wriiing boolstconstitute a series designeg to

_stimulate children to think, to detect and ex-
',

press their feelings and.attitudes, and to cre-

atively extend what they learn. Creative Expres-
,

sion is designed for those without writing skills,

and accordingly requires oral responding. The

other books of the series concentrate on crea-

tive expression through writing. Colorful trans-

parencies that entertain and'hold the attention

.of children are central to the. kits.

Duplita6.ng masters'of activity pages ask

opinions and invite creative answers about the

34
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Target
Audience:

. 29

situations Apicted. Creative writing'

suggestiohs are included in the upper levels,

with thehatic-pictures provided in the lower

0

primary booklet. )

Lower Primary-to Upper Intermediate.

mat4la1s 81/2" x 11" color transparencies of discussion
Provided: themes. and Situations for use in overhpad'pro-

jectors. (Booklets are available without trans-
14 parehcies.)

Duplicating masters provide individual facsimiles
AO of transparenciei for each student's personal use.

Teacher's
cuideire'

Also included for the teacher are objectives

for each unit, suggested-questions, and addi-

ct,. .tional activities.

Subject
matte??and
Teaching '

Strategy:

,

s-4

'JO

Themesyfor each unitare of everyday acti-
-

vities-, special events, fantasy, animals, and

other subjects that are interesting to the

child and can stimulate his or her thinking.

The series may be useful as an occasional addi-
-.

tion to normal cfassroom work or as A. regular

part of the class activities. Students could

use the activities individually and progress

as they keSire.

Rationale: Emphasis'is placed on encouraging the child

to express himself and his ideas, while grading

and criticism are de-emphasized. Individual dif-

ferences are recognized and accounted for, and

35
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the importance of the recognition of and the

expression of each child's individuality is

stressed.

J.
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What:

Published
Byi

Creative Expression.Books

Scholastic Book Services

ScholasiiciBook Services
901 Sylvan'Avenue
Englewood Cliffs; New Jersey' 07632

31

How order from publisher.
To List price: $.60 per book. A free Teaching
Order: Guide is included with orders

10 or more of any title.
Consumable items: Individual wOrkbooks.

Description: Each creative expiession book, written to

build spelling, vocabulary, grammar, and thinking

skills at a particular grade,level, consists of

fourteen creative writing lessons bound in a

colorful, imaginatively designed paperback cover

which is not marked or grade level. Each les-
,

son is created to stimulate written expression

<, using a specific technique. Topics covered in-

clude parody, detective writing, free verse,

cinquains, haiku, descriptive writing, rhymed

poetry, and many other types of creative w iting.

Two basic kinds of lessons are pesented. In

one kind an explanation of a technique, such as

haiku, is followedlby examples and pictures for

the student to write about. In another type,

lesson pictures are presented and the student is

asked to write about them in a particular way--

for instance, as if he were experiencing the

scene pictured. Many of the pictures accompanying

37
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the lessons show black and whiee children in

inner-cAy or urban settings. Topics of.current

interest such as conservation, over population,

\and the world food supply are included.'

Target Grades 2-6.
Audience:

Materials Each of the-five workbooks provides space
Provided:

for individual writing in response to each les-

sofi and a,page'for an individual wordlist. Book

titles and grades are the following: "Dinosaur

Bones," grade 27, "Jungle Sounds," grade 3:
0

"Ghost Ships," grade 4; "Cook Up-Tales," grade

"AdventureS witha Three-Spined Stickleback,"

Teacher's
Guide:

Subject
Matter,and
Teaching'
Strht,itigy:,

,900'

grade 6.

The teacher's manual to accompany each book

provides the rationale for using the workbook

and suggests oOtimum conditions for using the

lessons. Discussion.ideas are given for each

lesson so that the teacher can encourage oraf

expression. Ideas for follovi-up activities are

also listed.

The content of these lessons is particular-a

ly applicable to language arts since lessons

volve creative expression, both oral and wrij.te

and emphasize creative use of words. The k-

in-

books could be used by a whole class during a



3 3

writing period or they could be used by small

groups or Ektudents individually. ,They would

also work well as available Material in a

AVrning center.

.Rationale.t. These workbooks are designed to stimulate

.exploration and articulation of thoughtsand

feelings and to encourage creative written and

oral expression.°

39
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34

Creative Language pro'ects: Independent
Activities In Language Arts (Books A-E)

mary pat Mullaney

Published Milliken Publishing Company
By: 1100 Research Boulevard

St. Louis, Missouri 63132
I

How Order from publisher.
To List price: $3.75 per booklet
order: Consumable items: Each booklet contains 28

, duplicating masters.

Description: Creative Language Pro ects requires students

to think creatively, use their imagination, think

of unusual ideas, and solve unusual problems.

The individual problems are meant to be fun and'

give children practice in expressing themselves

in a creative manner through original writing,

evaluation,

Target Book A,

and problem solving.

Grades 1-2
Audience: Book B, Grades 2-3

Book C, Grades 374
Book
Book

D,
E,

Grades
Grades

4-5
5-6

Materials
provided:

Teacher's
Guide:

Includes 81/2" x 11" duplicating masters (28

per book) of illustrations and related questions

that reguire opinion, pr4oblem solving, and crea-

tive expression of the child's own thoughts

about the problems and situations presented.

Booklets are prefaced by an explanation of

the exercises and how the teachek may best use

them.
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Subject The exercises that comprise each booklet
Matter and
Teaching concern everyday objects, animals, and people
Strategy:

that the child should be familiar with. The

materials may be used as supplements to regular

readinOor English programs, for extra credit,

or for whatever specialized purpose the teacher

desires. The projects may be most useful when

a more informal fun.atmosphere is desired in

the classroom.

Rationale: Emphasis is placed on the individual nature

of each child's creative processes and abilities.

Through individual use of-the activity sheet re-

plications, children can find their own answers

.

A

and express themselves in relation to ideas,

objects, and.events common to their own world.
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Whats Creative Mdments Kits

Published Creative Teaching press
Hy: 514 Hermosa Vidta Avenue

Monterey park, california 91754

How . Order from publisher-.'
TO List price: $1.95.
Order: Consumable items: None.

Description:-

Target
Audience:

Materials
provided:

*t.

36

Creative Moments Kits is a collection of

exciting creative activities which are organized

in convenientf folders. Each folder presents a

complete activity. The folders are stored in

a file boi for easy access by individual pupils.

Elementary grade levels.

Kit 1 - Creative Moments for Children. For age:4
4-9. Contains fifty activity folders, which
use reaaily available materials. Easy-to-follow
directions,and illustrations are found in each
folder. Five different areas are presented:
story projects, creative games, design ideas,
discovery experiments, and challenge folders.
Activities vary from growing a garden in a
glass to creating designs with straws.

Kit 2 - Creativelhoments for Children. .For ages
8712. Fifty activity folders are found in this
kit. Directions and illustrations are given on
each folder. Five different areas are presented:
imaginations, creative games, design ideas, dis-
covery experiments, and challenge folders. Acti-
vities include writing secret codes to organic
gaidening.

Kit 3 - creative Moments Investigations. For
ages 10-14. Contains fifty scientific activi-
ties. Directions and illustrations are pro-
vided on each folder. Covers.five areas of
study: ecology, chemistry, physics, people,
and investigation techniques. Activities range
from organizing a laboratory to examining crystals.

Teacher's None 0rovided. Directions and illustrations
Guide:

are given on the individual folder.
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Subject The activities can be used to supplement
Matter and
Teaching classroom exercises or to provide children with
Strategy:

alternative activities after completing required

class work. They can also be used effectively

as homework. The activities are designed to be

Rationale:

used individually ar in small groups. Students

are provide&with directions on each folder, so

further directions from the teacher are not

required.

Creatiiie Moments Kits provide children with ,
inviting and challenging activities. Children

are free to explore and develop-their thinking

abilities. The reusable folders allow each

child to try aIl activities, and to return to

faiiorite activities, reaching a new level of

understanding each time.

4 3
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Wiat: Creative,Teaching Series

Published Allyn and Bacon, Inc.
By: 150 Tremont Street

Boston, Massachusetts 02139
.

How Order from Publisher.
To List price: Range from $1.95 - $8.95
Order: Conisumable items: None

'Description: The Creative Teaching Series is comprised of

seven books concerned with creative teaching in

Target
Audience:

the elementary schools. Each book contains me-

thods and act vities that promote creativity in

the classroom. Seven.different areas are covered:

setting conditions for creative teaching, language

arts, reading and literature, creative arts,

social studies, mathematics, and science.

Grade leliels 1-8

materials Setting conditions for Creative Teaching in
'Provided: the Elementary School is the first book of the

series. The first part of the book is concerned
with the-nature mf creativity. It offers a de-
finition of creativity and characteristics of
creative individuals. Part two of the boOk pre-
sents ways in which to nurture creativity in
the classroom.

Creative Teaching of the Language Arts in
the Elementary School offers methods for support-
ing creativity in the language arts. ,Areas
covered by the book include listening, oral ex-
pression, creative writing, handwriting, grammar,
word usage, and spelling.

Creative Teaching of Reading and Literature
in the Elementary School presents principles of
creative development in reading and literature
and ways teachers can use these principles in the
classroom. Reading in the primary and interme-

4 4



Teacher's
Guide:

Subject
MAtter'and
Teaching
Strategy:

39

diate grades, literature, and poetry are covered
in this book.

Creative Teaching of the Creative Arts in the
Elementary School is the third book of the series.
Methods for supporting creativity through art,
mUsic, dace and rhythm, ana dramatization ire
presented.

Creative Teaching of the Social Studies,in
the elementary school offers techniques for nur-
turing creativity in the social studies. The-4,4
book discusses the use of textbooks; audio-
visual methods, individualization, bUzz groups,
brainstorming, and various other methods.

I/
Creative Teaching of Mathematics in the

Elementary School presents ways of teaching
mathematics creatively. Addition, illUbtraction,
multiplication, and fractions are some of the
areas covered in the book.

Creative Teaching of Science in the Ele-
mentary School is'the final book of the series.
It deals with methods which foster creativity
in science.

Each book is designed as instructional

material for teachers.

Each of the seven books covers a different

subject area. Teachers can easily take the prin-

ciples of creative teaching which are presented

and adapt'them to their own classrboms.

Rationale: The ideas and principles presented in the

books are designed as guidelines for creative

teaching in the elementary school. Each book

proposes to build favorable attitudes towards

creatie teaching rather than to develop a

"cookbook" of teaching methodology.

4 5
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What: Creaave Writing 'Skills (Book I and Book /I)

C. M. Charles and' M. Church

Published T. S. Denison and Company, Inc.
By: 5100 West 82nd Street

Minneapolis, minnesota 55431

Haw 'Order from publisher.
To List price: Book I (No. 513-0077-8) @ $3.95 each
Order: Student workbook (No. 513-00180-8)

@ $.60 each
Book II (No. 513-00179-4) @ $3.95
each

Student workboOk (No. 513-00178-6)
@ $.60 each

Consumable itemse None

Description: Creative Writing Skills (I and II) offers

the elementary school teacher a series of easy

to teach-writing exercises which develop crea-

tive writipg'skills. -,Each-Series of exercises

was designed to increase the generation and

flow of ideas from children and to develop skills

of putting these newideas into language. Each

series of lessons emphasizes thought, rather

than handwriting, punctuation, grammar, or

capitalization. These latter skilli should be

developed in the language curriculum. This

program offers writing activities which can

augment and supplement the present language

//curriculum in important ways.

Creative writing Skills (I and II) seeks

to achieve these tour specific goals: (1) to

improve the child's ability to select words and

4 6
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Target
Audience:

( 41

phrases that are appropriite to a situation,-

(2) to develop organizaion skills incidentally

through purposeful writing activities,'(3) to

teach children how to write reasonable, coher-
.

ent, possible, and satisfying endingi, and (4)

to encourage unusual and exciting beginnings

to their compositions. ,Each lesson concentrates

on developing particular components of a compo-

sition (i.e. main ideas, supporting ideas, topic

sentences, sequence paragraphing) rather than

entire compositions. 'The lessons were designed

to be taught in their proposed sequence. How-

ever the Ielpsons are internally fleXible enough

to be modified to suit the needs of the class.

,

Creative wTiting Skills (Book I) is de-

signed ibr,suse in,grades K-3. Creative Writing

Skills.(Book II) is designed for use in grades

4-6.

materials The Creative writing Skills progiam con-
Provided:

sists of a teacher's manual and a student

workbook. The student workbook contains pic-

tures and writing space which corresponds to

Teacher's
Guide:

the various lessons described in the teacher's

manual.

The guidebook for teaching creative writing

skills describes and explains the creat've writ-
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Ina Skills program. The time for each Writiniy

exercise is given. The purpose and goal of the

lessons are described. Procedures for the acti-

vity are explained and suggestions on how tp

make "the most efficient use of the lessons"

are also given.
(4/

A copy of the student workbook is attached
gig

to the teacher's guidebook.

Subject Creative writing Skills (Books I and II)
Matter and
Teaching are designed for use as a supplement to the

°Strategy:
regular composition curriculum. Mechanics of'

writing is.not stressed explicitly. The pro-

gram emphasizes activities which increase the

generation and flow of ideas and the develop-

ment of writing skills for putting these new

ideas.on paper rather than skills of handwrit-

ing, punctuation, grammar, or capitalization.

Each writing activity can be effectively
of

performed by the entire class ior.periods of

25-30 minutes. They will be most effective if

separated by no more than two days between

lessons. Although the program is designed to

develop a particular skill in a systematic,

sequential way, each lesson is.internally flex-

ible enough to be modified to meet the needs

of the class.
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Rationale: Creative Writing Skills (Books I and II) .

is based upon the rationale that no matter what

the backgrounds of children are, they can learn

to think more creatively and write more effect-

ively. The exercises in this progiam were de-

signed to make each child a better communicator.

Skills of'communication are very important and
A

generally can be developed only with practice.

This writing program attempts to inspire children
,t1

to create novellmas and to provide guidance

in ways to wri.t4 inore effectively.

4 9



'Oat: Educational Insights Boxes

Iftiblished Educational Insights, Inc.
By: 211 South Hindry Avenue

Inglewood, California 90301

How Order from publisher.
To List price; $5.95.
prder: C) Consumable items: Optional student workbooks.

Description:

Target
Audience;

Educational /nsights Boxes offers exciting

exercises in creative thinking for elementary

school children. Games, activitieS, and skill

builders are written on separate index cards;

dividers for different,sections are provided;

the box doubles as a file. Boxes for five sub-

ject areas are available.

Grades 1-6.

materials The Language Arts Box consists of 150 games,
Provided; activities and skill builders. The lower grade

level activities are found at the beginning of
each section. There are eleven sections which
include creative writing, organization aids for
creative writing, manipulations, public speak-
ing, dramatics, radio and television, informa-
tional writing, language skills, spelling, voca-
bulary development, and parts of speech.

Elementary Science Experiments consists of 135
experiments and activities. /t contains twelve
different sections dealing with magnetism, elec-
tricity, air, aerophysics, simple machines,
weather, heat, water, chemiitry, sound, light,
and extra material. Student workbooks, at
$1.50 each, and S teacher's edition, at $1.85,
are available from publisher.'

The Art Box contains creative art activities for
the intermediate grades. Four different sections
including a general introduction, behavioral ob-
jects, two-dimensional activities, and three-
dimensional activities.

%

5 0
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Write On! is a collection of 70 cr ative writing
ideas and teacher techniques. The ifferent
sections deal with a writer's wors14h 1iotivar
tors, word power, flair for fantasy, holiday
happenings, and potpourri, . .

Mind Expanders consists of challenging activi-
MT; eesigned primarily for gifted students.

.

They are to be used individually by the student.
Six different areas are covered: math, cieative
writing, art, social studieS, potryand book
reports, and science.

Teacher's Each box contains an index card directed
Guide:

to the teacher. 'Mit card presents a general

omerview of the box and the activities provided.

Subject
Matter and
Teaching
Strategy:

Rationale:

The activities,' games, and skill builders

can be used to supplement a classroom presenta-

tion of a subject area. The group as a whole

-may engage in the exercises, or each child can

work independently. A teacher may expand the

bok by adding new activities.

The boxes offer creative and iri'viting acti-

vities. These activities provide students an

opportunity to think and discover,'and in this

.way, increase their knowledge of the:subject

area and,their creative thinking abilities.

51
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-

21_,Le rive Sense'Store:
The AestheTIFEducation program

cemerel Inc.
X

-s- '
,

, 7
,...,Published The Viking reser,

By: Lincoln CeriVer'for the kerfoiming Art*- ,

625 ma fatii Ave.
-New ii.44;1New York. 1.0022',` '

. /
,HOW Order from publisher.

To .List price: Prices vitry greatly; refe2 to,
Order: catalog.

COnsuillable.items: 'None..

Description:

4Pft.:j -Oound, movement; constructing dramatic plot; andt

I

The Aesthetic Education 'Program is a unique

syitem of materials, media games, 'and viewpoints

which assist students in developing feeling and

aesthetic responses. Such techniques as creat-
,

ing,characterization; working with tone, shape,

Target
Audience:

materials
Provided:

creating. word pictures help students develop

their aespetic abilities.

Grades R-12.

The materials vary with each kit: Every-

thing from cameras and games to masks, rhythm

blocks, magnetic

The availab4e- ts are.

Examining Poirit of Ns.riew
Creating word Pictures
Relating SoUnd and movement
Tone color
Creating Characterization
Constructing Dramatic P ot
Shape'
Shapes and patterns
Shape Relationships
Rhythm/meter

and cartoons.

5 2



Teacher's
Guide:
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The Teacher's Guides in this series include

notes regarding each concept in the student's

books, Objectives of the activities, and re-
,

- .duced reproductions of the pages of student

books. ,Supplementary activities are _also dis-

cussed. i'he Teachirq Guides are well:illus-
.

trated and easy to use.

Subject The program involves the development of
Matter and
Teaching creative skillS in reading, analogies, percep-.
Strategy:

tion, identification of shapes, color, patternd,

dramatic plOts, sound, and movement.

The Five SenseStore is effective in indi=

Rationale:.

vidualized and small group learning centers, as

class projects, and as an integral part of a

language or artiiic skills program. ,Regardless

of the way used, the Aesthetic Education Pro-

gram serves a a valuable supplement tc). an edu-

cational program.

.

The Aesthetic Education Program provides

guidance trid experience in a wide variety of

affective and aesthetic. activities. The pro-

gram uses the do and create"approach. ,The

activities require total ifivolvement of the

child including making decisions, deeloping

.ideas, and critical thinking. Through its rich

5 3
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and diverse activities children can learn to

develop-their affective, aesthetic and cognitive

ability. In particular, the close relationship

between cognitive creative abilities and affect-

ive dispositions should be developed.

1
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` What: The Fun Creative Writing Program

Pdblished Fun publishing Company
By: P. O. Box 40283 ,

Indianapolis, Indiana 46240

' How. Order from publisher.
TO List price:F Complete Classroom Kits . . $28.50
Order:

.
Fun Journals $ 2.50
professional Books $ 3.00

Consumable items: Tests.

Description:

-
arget

Audience:

The Fun Creative Writing Prociram is not

just a comprehensive creative writingsprogram--

it is also a creative experience. Through this

program, the student learns to imagine, to or-

ganiie, to write, ,to lisen, to read, to obt-

serve; and to think.

Grades 1-8.

Materials Classroom Kits (one kit for each grade level):
Provided:

Studybook. A soft-covered_book, with activities
( planned for one year. Provides,the student with

various inviting activities which help promote
creative writing skills. 25 copies. .

Comprehension test. 'provides an evaltfationtAf
the student's UnderstandOg of he ,basic con-
cepts and principles found in the studybook.
25 copies.

Answer.key. Teacher's answer key for the'compre-
hension test.

Classroom progress chart. when displayed in
the classroom, each student is. able to view his/her
own progress in developing .creative writing

Emergency kit. Fifteen creaive writing lessons,
which help the teacher stress specific points.
They may be,duplicated or used on an overhead
projector.

55



Teacher'..s

.Guide:

50

Picture pack. A number of pictures- which offer
possible article and story material.

Teacher's manual:

Fun Journals. A collection of stories, poems,
and articles written by-children: Primary., in-
termediate, and junior high levels are available.
Children using The Fun-Creative Writing Marais
are encouraged to submit material for publication.

Prof ssional Books. Books which answer questions
con rning the teaching of creative writing. Two
dif erent books, one geared to elementary teach-
ing, the other to junior,high level, are avail-
able.

A teacher's manual is provided with each

classroom kit. It tontains simple lesson plans,

ideas, and suggestions for motivatfng children

to use the study books.

Subject The Fun Creative writing Program may beAMatter and
Teachidng used as a separate prGgram, or adapted for use
Strategy:

%
.in existing school curricula. A single grade40

level.may bebused, or different levels intro-

duced as the child progresses.

The program offers various activities which-

develop skills necessary for writing creatively.

The teacher can use any of the materials separ-

atelx, or he/she can present a lesson or acti-

vity from one of the materials and supplement it

with the remaining materials, . The teacher can,

aldv present an original idea or activity and

then find related activities in the program.

5 6
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'The Fun Creative writing Program attempts

to stimulate children's creative writing. It

offers interesting activities which serve to

improve skills necessary in writing. Children

not only learn these skills, but their enjoy-

ment ot their own creativity will be enhanced.

57
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What: Ideabooks

R. E. Myers and E. Paul Torrance

Published Ginn and Company
By: Statler Building

Boston, Massachusetts 02154

How Order from publisher.
TO List price: Ideabooks, $.72-.75.
Order: Teacher's Guides $.63-.69.

consumable items: Ideabooks.

Description:

52

The Ideabooks are a uniqee contribution

to any classroom. They are designed to involve

_pupils in activities which require them to be

both receptive to and critical of their own

ideas and those of others, to analyze problems,

to elaborate ideas, to explore possibilities,

and to see relationships. plenty of,room is

proy_ded in each workbook for thS pupil to work

out his ideas.

Can You Imaqine?--the Ideabook for grades 1
and 2--contains units of .imaginative and thought-
provoking exercises foechildren. Exercises in
seeing relationships, exploring' possibilities,
analyzin0 ideas and elements, and elaboration a-
bound in Can you Imagine? Questions are used
to open the imagination of the children; Through
the questions and suggested activities learning
becomes fun and children make good progress in
basic reading and writing skills.

For Those Who Wonder presents 22 units of
challenging ideas for ;:se in grades 3 or 1. This
ideabook-has been created to help keep children's
need to wonder alive and to aid teachers in re-
specting the child's right to wonder. This
sense of wonder is what is called "curiosity."
For Those Who.Wonder challenges the student with
a series of questions such as "what could happen
if cars never wore out? Why is a middle-aged'
woman like a snowshoe rabbit? Is a month a mile?

5 8



Target
Audience:
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Where does the cold go?" There is no single i

answer to these questions and no special need
to use this ideabook in a prescribed manner.
Throughout the series, the teacher is encour-
aged to modify any exercise to suit the inter=
ests and needs of the pupils.

Invitation to Thinking and Doing, for grades
4-6, offers 24 training exercises in exploring,
questioning, experimenting, imagining, testing,
and modifying that can be expected to increase
creative thinking in almost any curricular,
field--language,arts,, science', makthematics, so-
cial studies, reading: 'Each unit is designed
to challenge the pupil and cause him to puzzle

Ilipr to search.

The exercises in Invitation to Speaking and
,Writing Creatively, grades 6-8, involve pupils
in one or more creative activites of the language
arts. Any one Of the 21 units will involve the
pupil in seeing relationships, elaborating, com-
bining ideas and elements, being sensitive and 4,

aware, or exploring possibilities. These exer-
cises should be effective in promoting the crea-
tive writing of children. Each exercise is in-
tended to encourage pupils to think and write
Without being threatened by grades or by time.
Suggestions are offered on how these exercises
could profitably Joe used in conjunction with
the school's language arts program.

Plots,'PuzzleA and Ploys, for grades 7-8,
is.a sequence of 23 exercises designed to launch
pupils on adventures of self-expression--thrust-
ing them right into the business of writing a
story. Puzzles, riddles, and mysteries are the
devices which this Ideabook uses to challenge
the thinking of the pupils and to heighten their
anticipation in each exercise. Flexible and
fluent thinking is emphasized throughout each
unit. Analogies, similes, and metaphors are
just a few of the literary concepts that are in-
vestigated.

Elementary and junior high school grade levels.

materiald The Ideabook series consists of five Idea-
Provided:

books with a teacher's guide accompanying each

Ideabook. Each Ideabobk idOin a workbook format



Teacher's
Guide:

Subject
Matter and
Teaching
Strategy:
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and provides plenty of room for the pupil to

work out ideas.

There is a separate -teapher's guide for

each of the /deabooks. Each guide provides the

teacher with suggestions on how to teach the

uait.- The authors stress the importance of

creating a climate in which a child can think

without inhibitions or restrictions. Each

unit tells how to set'the stage for the lesSon',

how to present the lesson, how to evaluate

children's responses,. and gives further
1

ties that might be done to ,44alow thrciutib"4on
,1,,

the learning:experiences okIthevompleted'lessoa.
4 . y . k"-

A ' -2.
.0'- ' ,

The./deabook seriei'deals 41th the creatlyel,' 4 .1.
c' q;441 now

thiqking.abilitiesM chi,idren. The matetials ,f

in this sertea 4Venapt.td *bri age Fhildren in a
:1 -\' r

sequencebof-,giOati7 tbillki tivttieq, lewding \

to, increasingry higher gta#es thinking They

,
A

4,
.

can be used ptofitably withn4hguage airts insfirt.
,

tion. liduev4 ttbey are no canfined solely. A ,
I .

, ,

this"Subject'Oattti. yea 'and' the ;skills hich
, e j ' . 1 0. ' ''

they,Incourage cah be app.l.red to the 'sr s of_

sc3tenip0, social studies,, and-social 4tzea..r°l y
1 . 0 1 .4 ,#,

llhedeabooks fOstir fluendy-andrfi4eXibility
A .

;'.6,9i7:2;i1.t. , Foil Ao aie encou;ge-d: '(:). -sne)rela-

, ..

.., ,
,.

4 o

. .#,

'tiOnthhips betweem thingp, to not%ce siftlarities,4 .

..
-

- ,..- .
4
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Rationale:

p.

5-5-

and dissimilarities in events and places, to

elaborate upon a simple idea, or to relate one

idea to another.

The Ideabooks develop creative thinking

abilities in children. Creativity is defined

as a natural human process which emerges out

of the tension of inquiry. The "need" to find

out, to discover the reason, to get the point,

to understand, to know "why" is the fertile

°ground out of which creative thought emerges.

Sensitivity to problems, ideational fluency,

flexibility, originality, elaboration, and re-

defigition are a few of the abilities that are

developed in the Ideabook series.

t 61
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-Images and Irnagination: gleig.-Cteatitelx-

Michael Siegel

Published Eye Gate House Incorporated .

By: 146-01 Archer Avenue
Jamaica, New York 11435

Now Order from publisher.
TO List price: $39.75.
Order: Consumable items: None.

Description:

Target
Audience:

Images and Imagination is a series of four

filmstrips and accompanying records or cassettes.

It presents a collection of images that are de-

signed to stimulate students to see creatively

and attend more closely to the world around

them. The images are of objects and places

that are familiar, but the camera lingers on

thOse scenes of junkyards, windows, and side-

walks, and allows one to really see and to feet,

those "familiar" objects in new ways. The empha-

sis is on the appreciation of the marvelous visual

displays of everyday life, and the cultivation

of imagination and expression that can arise

from such appreciation. Such expression can be

a part of many areas of study, including lang-

uage arts, humanities, photography and art.

Grades 4-8 .and high school.

materials 4 filmstrips: A. Picture Window
Provided: B. Strange country

, C. Sidewalk
D. °Reflections of New York

g



Teacher's
Guide:

Subject
Matter and .

,Teaching
Strategy:

Rationale:

57

2 Accompanying Cassettes or Records

Teacher's Manual,

The Teacher's manual introduces the rationale

and objectives of the series, and suggests class-
.

room applications for each filmstrip.

The suggestions for applications of the

series all relate to using-the presentltions as

stimuli to excite the imagination, expression,

and creativity of students._,...Because the images

are of such a general nature, they enjoy a wide

applicability to any subject area that relates

to visual imagery and expfession. Such areas

are the graphic arts, photography, and language

arts. Some of the content may be useful as dis-

cussion material in the humanities and social

-studies.

The series may be used by individuals in

a learning center, wirl small groups, or with an

entire class. Filmstrips may be easily shown

to a large group to generate discussion, and to'

provide a basis for individual interpretations

and reactions.

_Images and Imagination: Seeing Creatively

is designed to develop students' appreciation

and individual responses to the visual world.

Os
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The richness and satisfaction of really

perceiving that world, and the perceptions,

feelings, and creative responses that it can

foster are the elements that the series focuses

upon.

6 4
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What: Imagination Express: Saturday Subway Ride

Gary R. Davis and Gerald DiPego

Published D.O.K. Publishers, Inc'.
By: 771 East Delavan Avenue

Buffalo,u New York 14215

Howe Order from publisher.
To List price: $3.95
Orders Consumable items: Detachable master maker sheets

to be used with spirit masters
-7.br mimeo stencils.

Description: The Imagination Express: Saturday Subway

Ride is an imaginativg 92-page workbook in a

travel story-exercise format designed to teach

creative thinking techniques and positive atti-

tudes toward creativity. Pupils buy a ticket

for the Imagination Express by paying with a

song or story or whatever other imaginative thing

each can create and then it is "All Aboard" for

Target
Audience:

a wild, fun-filled adventure which takes him

from Kansas city to Pittsburg to Dublim to Tokyo

to Santa Monica and back. Just like Alice in

Wonderland, the pupil will meet strange and won-

derful people and places, experience tboe fain'

r of creating,fantastic happenings and solve in--

teresting problems in the Saturday,Subway Ride.

The workbook was specifically designed to

be used over a two-to-four month period with

intermediate (3-8) grade.level pupils.

materials One story booklet. This booklet contains seven
'Provided: stories based upon an imaginative' subway-ride

65
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from Kansas to Dublin and back agaln.

Eighteen master Sheets. These detachable sheets
provide exercises in flexible, fluent and elabot-
ative thinking which are used in conjunction with
the story booklet.

At

Imagination Express is intended to be ft

"point of departure" for elementary grade teach-

ers to begin a new kind of thinking about in-'

structional planning and materials. Imagination

Express is a valuable resource of ideas for the

enthusiaStic teacher in fostering creativity in

students. lb

i

Subject Imagination Express prov des practice in
Matter, and

, Teaching verbal expression ahd in c eative writing. The
Strategy:

story-theme is an aroun -the-world subway ride

with fantastic episodes at each stop, some of

which are supplied by the pupil.

Throughout the course,of the journey, the

pupil is encouraged to demonstrate his-under-

standing of five creative problem-solving te7
niques by means of the pertinent workbook exer-

cises presented throughout the text. The student

learns to identify important attributes or parts'

of an object, considering eabh attribute'as a

source of potential improvement. Students con-

sider each item on a prepared liat as a possible

source of innovation with respect to a given

problem. Ey means of a metaphorical activity,

6 6
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students are asked.to consider how other pedple,
A

animals, and plants eolve a siMilar problem.

Groups of students use the "brainstorming" tech-

nique to finl solutions for problems such as

"how to turn a classroom into a foreign planet."

The practice qtivitiea given in the work-
.

book should help pupils develop verbal fluency

and imaginative writing skills.

The Imagination Express: Saturday Subway

Ride was intended to stimulate the creative,

problem dolving ability Of pupils by fostering

a favorable predisposition toward "wild" or

imaginative ideas. It is possible-to learn to

be a more productive and more original thinker

by focusing upon the development of strategies

of thinking which facilitate the generation of

ideas. A child's creative ability can be improved

through practice with the techniques of generating

new ideas.

The creative development of childrgn de-

pends largely upon the sensitivity and imagina-

tion of teachers and curriculum developers.

Imagination Express encourages the teacher to

find new ind different experiences for children.

6 7
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Imagine and Write: a-Weekly Reader Creative
Expression sWFIWW

Published Americam Education Publications
By: 55 High Street

I middletoWn, Connecticut 06457

How Order froM: Xerox Education Publications
To Education Center
Order:,

. Columbus, Ohio 43216
List price: Pupil's book for each grade costs

$.25 each. The Teacher's Guide
and a desk copy of çjie ,pupil book

fa,
are free with every prder for 10

, :or more books at one.grade level.
Consumable items: Pupil's books.

Description: myreekly Reader Creative Expression Series

consists of vivid, colorful, creative writing

ft

=ibooklets designed to aid elementary school
1

teachers in stimulating and channeling children's.
imagination and creativity through written mork.

vocabulary and literature skills are developed

through each book of the Imagine and Write

series with emphasis upon the unique creative

expression of each child. Each'child is the

"author and editor" of his/her own workbook.

Through the development of ideas ihe child

develops a sense of pride in writihg, knowing

that he/she is free to develop ideas.

Provocative pictures, open-ended questions,

unfinished storieS and poems, stories and plot

outline§ provide the stimiai for the-nild,in

each. bobk. PractiCe in the use of various

literary*techniqUes is provided. Imagination
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and thoUght are focused upon single ideas in

each book. Checklists to aid the child evaluate,

and edit work are also included.

-Target Elementary gradei
Wience: .

Materials The Imagine and Write program'includes five 48-
Provided: page books and a Teacher's,Guide.

e The 101.43il's Book provides pictures, open-ended
. questions, unfinished stories and -poems,land

ideas for plots. Practice is provided for the.
use of different literary techniques and acti-
vities that focus attention on word usage. The
-title "The Unexpected Visitor", for example,
offers.a range of cbloice in story plot and stim-
ulates creetive thinking.

.Teacher's The Teacher's Guide which accompanies each
Guider

book of the sers gives the teacher a wealth

of ideas for the successful sti6lation of a

pupil's creative ability. Creative writing

is defined and suggestions are offered on how

to make, the learning,environment which the

teacher provides favorable to the creative

functioning of pupils. The teacher's guide

suggests the use of children's literature as

backgrodnd material for the various activities

in the pupil's boOklet. It offers a carefully

constructed program of skilldevelopment with

an analysis of writing forms and literary tech-,

niques. 'Class activities oriented toward the;',
4.

building of vocabulary and selectivity in word

usagejare also suggested. Ways of evaluating



Subject
matter and
Teaching
Strategy:
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creative writing are alad pointed out in/the

teacher's guide." Finally, a step-by-step

guided lesson plan for each page in the pupil's

Imagine-and-Write' WorkbbOli-ii

Imagine and'Write is an extinsion of the

language arts program vihich is presented each

week in By. Weekly Reader. Each separate book

for each gtade (2-6) works to develop Freative

writing in chilleren. Ardcabulary and various

bJ

litera"ture skills (e.4. reading, identifying

elements of a story, etc.) are carefully de-
.

veloped and channeled into the children's per-

,

sonal, individual written work.

Rationale: Imagine, and Write is a program in creative

,
writing. The series ts built on the belir,f

that creative writing should be the unique

expression of a child's own feelings, thoughts,

and imagination. creativity, in this sense, is

possessed by all children. In a favorable, nur-

tured environment, these ideas can be expressed

in writing. Diversity in form, idea, content,
'1

and length is to be enc ed and respected.
4.

-Creative writing is fun t is personal. The

authors believe that Ail children have past
A

experiences upon which they can draw in their

writing. Children need encouragenent to draw

7 0
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-upon these ideas and they need guidance in

becoming motivated to write.

To develop their potential capabilities, .

children must be given-the Opportunity to think,

imagine, vd produce creatively. Creative

writing is pcosible given a favorable.physcal

and emotional environment. This series offers

abundant opportunities for children to.develop

their creative abilities.

71
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What: Aeys to-Understanding Mankind

Edited by Sandra Nina Kaplan and Jo Ann Butom
Kaplam

1.°

Published tTeative Teaching press
Byi 514 Hermosa Vista Avenue

Monterey Park, California 91754

How Order from publisher.
To List price: $5.95.
Order: Consumable items: None.

Description: Keys to understanding mankind is a set of

reading-oriented, open-ended activities. There

Target
Audience:

are 55 Keys that unlock an idea about man in

relation to himself and others. Each key idea

is followed by a list of activities which guide

children in'investigating the A.dea. For each
10

idea there is an illustration which'expresses

the thinking structçZinvo1ved in the idea.

Some of the key id as are the following: There

is a reason for all behavior; Every issue has

two sides; and Courage C:an be-defined.

The directing &rtivities suggest using the

characters and elements of stories to demon-

strate the ideas and investigate them.

Grades 4-12.

materials Fifty-five keys on heavy paper.
Provided:

Teacher's
Guide:'

Teacher's Guide.

The kit is introduced by,a statement of the

objectives of the series. There are suggestions

. 7 2
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for the teacher that include an explanation of

the use of the cards.

The Keys may be useful in fhe classroom as

a Way of interpreting assigned reading material

or as a basis for extra-credit work. A single

card could be assigned to one student, to small

'groups, or to an entire class.

when kept in a learning center, the series

could serve as an enrichment program in language

arts or' social sciences.

Keys to understandifi4-Msnkind is based upon
"-

the belief that by/encouraging students to in-

vestigate and discover, their individual ex-

pressive and thinking abilities can be developed

and enhanced.

7 3
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What: New lairectiont in credtivity
,

liark1/, 11,111
.-

Josef:$/1 S: Rentullito yn M.. -Cali

Published Harper and.Row, Publisfi rs.,-/nc.
By: School Deartment 7

2500 ,Crawford.Avenue
Evanston, Illinois 602

t ,: ',.

,,

.

.-How , Order from.publisher.
To List priee: $16.00. School pric4: $12.00.
Order: Consumable items: _Each bocyk contains 48 dupli=

v

.

cating -masters pf activities':
,

Description: New Directions in Creativity is designed

to develop the creative thinking skillsof

children through exercises in divergent thinking.

The programs concentrate on improving fluency,

flexibility, originality,'and elaboration in

the context of language arts through making up

stories and sentences and working with words in

a variety of ways.

Target No rigid grade levels are prescribed, but
Audience: grades 4 to 8 are the most highly recommended.

4,

Mark 1 Gr. 4-5
Mark 2 Gr. 5-6
Mark 3 Gr. 6-7

materials Each level (Mark 1, 2, 3) consists of a
Provided: book containing a teacher's guide and 48 dupli-

cating masters.

Teacher's
Guide:

The Teacher's Guide presents a description

of the history, purpOse, and goals of the program.

Also included is a summary of some of the theory

and research that'led to the.formulation of the



Subject
Matter and
Teaching
Strategy:

69

New Directions in creativity series. Sugges-

tions for the teacher on how.to best use the

.program'iVactivities and enhance its effects

are included.

Each activity requires A class period to

complete, so the program could be used.with

whOle classroom groups in language arts acti-'

4

vities. The follow-up suggestions for each

activity can be used to extend the material

and ideas,into other classroom subjects. The

program could also be used effectively in an ,

individualized or open classroom.

Rationale: New Directions in creativity has been
1

produced in answer to a recognized need for

effective, research-based curricular mater-

ials for developing children's creativity.

The program is based on evidence that all

children have potential for creative thought

and that the exercise of their creative abil-

ities will result in cognitive growth.
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What: Peabody Language Development Kits

developed by Lloyd M. Dunn and James O. Smith

Published
By:

How
To
Order:

Description:

American Guidance Service, Inc.
Publishers' Building
Circle Pines, Minnesota 55014

Order from publisher.
List price: Complete Kits

ages 3-5)
Complete Kits

ages 41/2-61/2)

Complete Kits
ages 6-8)

Complete Kits
ages 71/2-91/2)

Consumable items: None.

of Level #P
$145.00
of Level #1
4% $52.00
of Level #2
$65.00
of Level #3
00 $50.00

(Mental

(Mental

(Mental

(Mental

The Peabody Language Developmen't Kits are
2

self-contained kits of iessons and materials

designed to stimulate overall oral language

and creative thinking ability. Each of the

four kits consists of 180 carefully-designed

and pre-tested lessons that have been proven

effective in stimulating oral language develop-

ment and intellectual processes of slower and

disadvantaged children of the primary 4rades.

The Peabody Language Development Kits

lessons are intended to be a supplement to a

school's language arts program. The activities

do not require reading or writing skills and no

seatwork is involved. All children participate

together at one.time during the lesSon activity.

The emphasis of each lesson is on thinking, talk-

ing, andMinderstanding speech through highly-mo-

tivating activities.

P7



Target
!-4.-Audience:

materials
Provided:

71

Each of the four kits is carefully se-

qudnced in terms of difficulty. Brain-storm-

ing, problem solving, and similar activities

are programmed in each kit to stimulate diver-

gent thinking. Creativity is encouraged.through-

out the activities. Receptivity is stimulated

by "see, hear, and feel" activities. Ex-

pression is provided through the "say and do"

activities. All the lessons and activities

-concentrate on the development of cognitive

processes involving divergent, convergent, and

associative thinking.

Level 2 of the Peabody Language Develop-
)4ral,

ment Kits, for example, is specifically de-

signed for children whose language ages are in

the range of six to eight years. It is espe-

cially effective with second grade children

who come from economically disadvantaged homes

and-with first grade children who are intellect-

ually average. It is also a - .. i e for inter-

mediate trainable retard .y
, :

my
This level

places'an increased emphasis on s i lation of

cognitive activities.

t

Pri ary grade level, economically disadvan

(

-
taged, nd educable mentally retarded children.

Levels 1, 2, and 3 contain each of the fol-

lowing:

7 7



Teacher's,
Guide:

72

Full-color, 7" x 9" stimulus cards provide
visual stimulation for many activities. They
are especially effective in vocabulary building .

and in stimulating associative thinking. Level
2, for example, contains 424 stimulus cards ar-
ranspd in 7 different categories": animal cards,
clothing cards, family cards, numbers-in-color
cards, occupationcards, shapes-in-color cards,

. 1
and tool cards.

A set of large "Story" and "I Wonder" full
color posters lithographed on heavy plastic
paper provide children with stimulating pic-
tures for imagination and continuity-in story
telling. Level 2 contains 12 "I Wonder" cards ,

presenting pictures which range from the land-
ing of outer spacemen to a bus scene.

A 5" magnetic tape recording coritains stories
and folk tales, songs and music for introducing
and concluding "language time." The recording
tape for Level 2 contains two rntroductory and
two coniluding songs and eight folk tales--The
Boy and the North Wind, Little One Inch, The
Ugly Duckling, Mr. Lucky Straw, The Legend of
Inchcape Rock, The Story of William Tell,
Winter Comes to Babette, and Friends are Like
That: Yes They Are.

Level 3 contains four 7" records which provide
a number of different sounds and sequence of
sounds to stimulate divergent interpretation of
auditory stimuli.

HUndreds of plastic color chips are included
with each kit. They can be used to teach the
colors, groups and shades of colors, color se-
quencing, and for training memory-skills. The
chips are interlocking to allow chaining. A
major use of the chips is as tokens to rein-
force satisfactory performance of the children.

vo hand puppets are included in each kit to
focus attention on certain of the activities.

The "teletalk" is an innovation in Level 2.
It is a two-way inter-communication device
which permits exerdises where the children
communicate through language alone. The tele-
talk provides many opportunities for games and
imagination.

The daily lesson manual contains all the

7 8



Subject
hatter and
Teaching
Strategy:

7,3

lessons of oral language and intelleciWa

stimulation that have been developed for that

specific kit level. Each lesson gives expli-

cit directions for presenting the various acti-

vities. The manual contains general guidelines

to follow in presenting the lessons and using

the materials. Research and evaluative evi-

dence are also contained in the manual.

The Peabody Language Development Kits

are designed to teach oral language skills.
4

Twenty-four different types of activities are

used which do not require reading or writing

skills. No seat work is involved. The speech

activities range from memory games and guessing

games to reasoning games and rhyping games.

Most daily lessons contairt an activity

that allows free movement on the part of the

class. All children participate at the same

time .The emphasis is on thinking, talking,

and understanding speech. Receptivity, concep-

tualization and expression are the'main ling-

uistic processes stressed. 'The kits are in-

tended to be a part of a school's total lang-

uage arts program. They are not intended to

replace the regular curriculum.

Creative thinking and imagination are en-

couraged in activities in which children create



714

stories, think up unal uses for objects,

and carry on spontaneous conversations.

Rationale: The Peabody Language Developmint Kits were

designed tcstimulate oral language development.,

By means of auditory, visual and tactual pre-

sentation of materials, cognitive processes in-
,

volving divergent, convergeht, and associative

thinking are also developed. This development

is expressed through various "say and do"

activities.

Secondary purposes of the Kits were to

develop the verbal intelligence of disadvan-

taged and retarded children, and thus to en-

hance their school achii.evement.
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What: , The Productive Thinking 12/122Eam

M4rtin V. Covington, Richard S. Crutchfield,
Lillian Davies, Robert M. Olton

Published Charles E. merrill Publishing Company
By: A division of Bell and Howell company

1300 Alum Creek Drive
ColuMbus, Ohio, 13216

How Order from publisher.
To List price: $120.00.
Order: Consumable items: RRply booklets; problem

sets workbooks.

Description: TWProductive Thinking program is a

suspense-filled learning experience that

teaches high-level thinking skills. Studenti

become, imaginative detectives and improve their

thinking skills by solving mystery cases.

Students' participation in the program will

result-in improvement of the following skills:

Rdtognizing puzzling facts
Asking relevant, information-seeking ques-

tions
Solving problems in rew ways
Generating ideas of h'gh quality
Evaluating ideas
Achieving solutions to problems

Target Grades 5 and 6.
AudienCe: .

_Materials A 35" x 47" chart of Thinking Guides for
Provided:

classroom display. Fifteen Basic Lesson Book-

lets in cartoon form. Reply Booklets., They

are used with the basic lessons, providing

systematic feedback on student responses.

81
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Problem Sets. These are supplementary ,

materials for further extension and strength-

ening of skills taught in basic lessons.

Teacher's Guide.

Teacher's Explains the program', provides administra-
Guide:

tion procedures, discussion of lessons and

Subject
Matter and
Teaching
Strategy:

Rationale:

problem sets, and follow up activities for the

teacher.

The Productive Thinking Program is an .

individualized study program for students,

with opportunities for group discussion and

tpplication of skills'learned.

the program fits well into the language

arts curriculum with emphasis:on reading,

writing, analyzing facts, organizing thoughts,

and thinking critically. Theprogiam can also

be integrated into a social studies area. it

proVides skills in generating ideas, looking

at things in new-ways, imagining different

possibilities, and thinking creatively.

'The format of the program adapts well for

effective.use irklearning centeri. The exer-
e_

cises also serve as springboards for discussion.

Small groups could work as teams and become

coop6rative case-breakers.

The Productive Thinking Program teaches

82
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children how to think, not what to think.

Dirèct training of thinking skills to develop
\

students' full potential 'for solution'Of

problems of any nature can be deyeloped. These
,

are generalized skills, underlying all ebrts
A

of problem solving. nmse productive thinking
1

.skills are developed using the context of mean-

ingful problems thai motivate the student to

use hi.s mind in an independent way.-
,

4
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What: The' Purdue Creative Thinki Pr

John F. Feldhusen, SuSan Jt pahlke
Donald J. .Tr!!ffinger

Published Purdue Gnivdisity '

By: Auclio-oVisual Department
, .

West Lafayette, Indiana 47907

How
To
Orderi,

Descripti011:

TargeC
Audience:

1Mateiials
Provided:

Jphn F. ,Feldhusen, Purdue ppivereity
List price: 473.00. ," b w

'Fin': Twenty-eight talias and one set of 3-4
e*ercises per tate,

Consumable items: peeteise wo a.

The Purdue criative'Thinki

consists of'28 audio-apes-lacida set of three or

four pqnted exercises fdrxeadh tape. The taped

program consist's ae . a three to four

iruliinutOpresenlitiwi,desigqed.'tolteadh a principle
,

'-or idea.for: improving- creaiive thinking, and an
,

eight to tOoiminute stOry about a famous American
01,

,

.p4onser,. 'The exerc-ises for each program consist

of Printed' directiofiS.,,,problems, or questioils

whidiCHire designed, to;provide practice in orig-

inality, flexibility, u ncy, and elaboration

,

' Grade levels 4,5,and 6:

cassette,tapes. Twenty-eight audio-tapes, each
15 minutes long, giving specific suggestions-for
,cieative thinking and an'historical story nar-
rated by a ,professional radio announcer and dra-
matized with sound ,effects and background music.
The program closes with an introduction to the
first creativity exercise".

84
0
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Teacher's ,

Guide:

Subject
matter and
Teaching ,

Strategy:

Eati nale: )

79

Exercise worksheets. A series of three o/4
fpur creativity exeioises accompanies eacli-
tatpe. The exercises are to be duplicated on
4i.x 11" paper and-distributed to students.
One set of exercises for each tape is pro-
vided with the initial mailer.

A teacher's manual accompanies the pro-

gram. It gives a brief description and ratio-'

naie of the program. Written transcripts of'

the audio tapes arepresented along with a

statement of the required,exercises

guidelines\for the teacber are also

for help in using the series, along

. osriefal

proVided
47-

with a

set of specifie directions for proper adminis

tration of the, prograra;

The content of the,audio-tapes foctibes

on soCial studieN. The-series
o

skills (writ ng and listening)

relevant ta the language arts.

also teaches

vihich would be

./ The program is designed4o be administered

in a fgroup setting. It d-be -easily adapted

to an individualized leaning center activity.

The program is designed to develop the
0

student's divergen't. thinking skills. Specifi-

Cally, the exercises provide traihing in fluent,

flexible original and elaborative thinkinIg.

85
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These thinking skills increase,a child's crea-

tive thinking and problem 'solving ability.

T;
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What:

PUblished
By:

How,
To'

'.:Order:,

Description:

The Spice Series

Educational Service, Inc.

Edudittional Service,-X0cst
P. O. Box 219 .

Stevensville, Michigarit'

Order from publisher.
List price: $4.60 per book
Consumable items,/ duplicating masters $4.60each'

8

The S ice Series oonsists of twelve hand-
.

books of ideas particularly chosen to aid the

teacher in motivating student interest in

classroom subjects. Each handbook contains

directions for preparation, fists of materials

needed, -and instructions for students,for class

''actiiifties, games, projects, and experiments.

Aany att and creative writing ideas are presented
4

an series.

Kindergarten -' grade 6.

e\in the Spice,Series iS an indi-

bich may be purchased separately
(,

from

SPiceit
ideas i
1 arthtg
n4 su*s

interest ap
a;Xs exogram

kist of materials follows.

of langqage arts teaching
th, kindergarten through

4.iesr games, and les-
aresdesigned tO add
the' regular language-

. kl

ce Ser Duplicatieg masters. -

e l:v. grades kindergarten through two.
Vo1ume,,2: grades two through four.

V

87
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1,

82

Probe. Vhallalobk,of ideas400r teaching ele-
mentask -,edbeThe lesson:Adeaswere chosen,-
to st e4Childres to. find4uestioe-provoking

. aspec theit enm'ironmetit Mid search for an-
sw s. é handbook emphaSizes.activity and
die v methods of,teaOhing and'learning.

" ide included to help teachers promote
sci fic speculation; to help them set up
simple'experiments, and to help them teach
simple concepts by.the iriquiry method.

Plus. A handbook of ideas for-motivating inter-
est in elementary mathematics.

5

', Spark. .A handbook of ideas fot motivating inter-
est in elementary social studies.

create. A handbook of.ideas for art actiVities.
Using easily found materials, the art adlivities
allow students opportunities to be truly crea-,
tive with new ideas and to approach old ideas
and materiels from a new perspective. Many
'ideas can be adapted for use with language
arts, soCial:etudies and science.projewps.

ACtion. A. handbeok of:ideafor motivating
interest in elementaryphysiCal education.

Stage,. A handbook of ideas which allow students
to be,9reative in*dramatic activities. Sugges-
tions14.re included for choral readings, class
plays; pan4mim , le-playing, .and impromptu
skits. Minya eas do not requirerstaging or
special materials. Instructions are included
to,soid teachers in producirig more elaborate

ostri4e productions requiring.scenery, properties,
costumes, lights; and sgund effects. ;Jr

Rescue. A handbook of ideas for promoting
interest bf remedial students in readingr.,

Atichor, A 'hán4book of ideas'for motivetIngtin-
Tifia'in langdaae arts in grades four'tfOrough
'eight. 44*.

4

Pride. handbook of black studied techniques
which helps black Students develoi,positive
self-concepts and pride, and kn44eage of black
history, African geography, AfricadianANals,
and famous black people. Apr

Launch. A handbook of ideas to motivate inter-
est in learning for teachers of preschool and

- 1 0

8
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Teacher's
.Guides

kindergarten 'children.

Flair. A handbook of ideas for teachers to
use in motivating student interest in crea-
tive writing. Writing activities which capture
student interest are suggested. Creative
writing and poetry forms such as haiku, spos
and diamcintes are illustrated.

83

Each idea entry in each handbook con6tins

iipecific directions for carrying out that

activiiy.

Subject The Spice Series bonsists of twelve book6
matter and .

Teaching which cover topici in the elementary school
Strategye

4

curriculum. r.illy ideas can be adapted to serve
1

several puiposes.," Activities in orj subject

can4e- designed to correlate with studies in

anothqt subjebt. Teachers wèl.1 find ideas for.

diation, total class proje9ts

qtivities, and individual seat-

work )agapted to fit a learning

'center or a self-ingtlitional format::

41Ie

^
The Spice Series is VgrOup of teacher

0

. ,

handbooks whièh provide teachers with suggested

,activities for creative thinking and practical

gideas for making learning fun and interesting

tTA100.04' for children. They are written from the point- '

of-View ihat.children are interested in whatis
N

4
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happening in 'the here and now and not in learn-
.

ing to be prepared for the future.

chy
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What: 'Story Series 3: About ProbleMs Solving

Published HFA'tducational media
By: 2211 Midligan Avenue

Santa Monica, California 90404

How .Order from publist9t.
TO List price: $26. .

Orders Consumable items:- None.

Description: These two stjies are concernda with an

understanding, affectionate middle class'

black family. In the first story Mary JO, 44

five,year old, overcomes her fears and self-

doubkil'aind manages to share something with

her class. The concepts the film attempts

-

Targit
Audience:

Materials,
Provided:

to. teach include: 'overcoming one's shyness,

doing,something about 't, accepting disappoint- .

ment in solving dif cult problems, trying
4

other soltitions and solving 'one's own problemft.

I.
InlIthe second story Mary Jo asks for and

ijets a puppy. She accepts:the tes °,nsibillity of

caring for the puppy and for solvittertain

problems. The story attempts to get across the

concepts of the,joy and responsibility of pet

care, the care baby animals need, and the duties

of the owper.

Primary and lowei elementary graaes

One cardboard storage and carrying case

Two film strips

Two records

One teacher's introductory statement

(1 -4
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rt,

Teacher's This is a one-page fold out which gives a
Guide:

synopsis of the film, the concepts being

taught, and questions for discussion.

Subject The stories are primarily intended for
matter and
Teaching language arts and literature. However, they
Strategy:

dCuld be adapted to other areas.

The whole cl4ss, small groups or_indivi-

duals can use the'material since it is of the

sound filmstrip variety. These sound film-

strips would also be useful discussion starters.

These stories are helpful in tea ,ing

children that they can solve their own pro-

blems. The stories show the importance of

taking the responsibility for,the solution of
V

one's own problems. This can be seen in the

main character's resolve and in her abil y to

take an active part in the solution of her

prOblemS.

a

4
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What: Story §tarters--Intermediate Level
Primary Level

Published Creative Teaching Press, Inc.
By: 514 Hermosa Vista Avenue

Monterey Park, California 91754

How Order from publisher
To List price: $4.95
Order: Consumable items: None

1-4

Description:

87 .

Story Starters brings together 50 illust-

rated ideas that interest and motivate students

to creatively express themselves. Each Story

Starter card presents an interesting situation

that the child can write about and extend. The

subjects that are dealt with are those

most stimulating and relevant to the experiences

and imagination of youngithildren. Many'in%

volve adventure gnd EantaSy Cnd require good

use of the imagination. Some of the subjects .

involved are buried treasure, castles, sports,
.40

and animals.

. T.Tarqe t Set 1, Intermediate elementary.
jr,-Audieno

Set 2, Primary

Materials
Provided:

4
Fifty 5" x 8" cards of 61Ory starterA, accom-

panying illustrations,- and word lists.,

Teacheel',Guide. f-

Sakgestions to the stuJent.

Each" kit includes /Suggesti446 for the

_ 9 3



Subject
Matter and
Teaching
Strategy:

88

teacher on how to use Story Starters. The

suggestions describe various'set-ups for indi-

vidual and group use.

Story Starters may involve an entipe Class

working on one idea at a time. FOX mor .indi-

vidualized.situatio ,teittet'is bug-
.,

gested where studerst,tv may choose their card and

work on it.

-Rationale:

,

A
Children maTalso illustrate their stbries

and present them to the class as a project. For

a project, students could dramatize their stories

individually or in groups for presentation t

other classes, parents, or the teacher.

Story Starters uses-a ariety of writing.

experiences to dekielop children's creative

thinking abilities. Children are motivated

by using relevant, interesting, and exciting

subject matter. The combination of illu4ra-

tions, id:and suggested words provides the

rnotivatin e for unlockipg their individual-

ity and developing skills.



What: Think-Ins

Sandra Nina Kaplan
Sheila Kunishimamadsen

Published Creatiye Teaching Press, Inc.
By: 514 Hermosa Vista Avenue

Monterey.park, California_ 91754

HOW Order from publisher.
To List price: $6.95
Order: Consumable items: None .

4
DescriptIqn:

aiget
Udiencer.

89

40

Think-Ins is_a serif of 30 task cards that

provide ideas and suggestions to stimulate crea-

tive thinking,and problem sqlving.

Each card is on a eifferent topic that

concerns mankind and.his envitonmentit,:and pre-

sents a challenge,-thingatO think about,,sug-
,

gestions for activities, plus kdeaS for further

inquiry._ Sample.topics are propaganda, educa-

4,*.:',. ;
tion, overpVulation, garbage and health. 'The

probleMs thatldre presented in the challenge

are to be solved through the prOcesses described

.in the sections that follow. Hypothesizing,

researching, discovering facts, and drawing don-

elusions are some of:>the Rrocesses that the

student practices and:should.learn froM the

program.

111 ,

Grades 4-12:

Thirty task cards made of heavy paper, wittithe
challenge And-other sectiomi, and lg acCOmpanying
photograph.. .

;



Subject
Matter and
Teaching
Strategy:

Rationale:

Teacher's Guide.

An introduction to,.the teacher is presented

that explai heformat and rationale of the

, set.

Each activity is directed towards the indi-
A.
vidual student, who should consider the probltra

alone, and work out his-or her-own solutionS.

The series can be used in a_tearn*pg center, for-

independent studies, and as, ichment activi-

ties. The further resear

ideas for more in=depth,41e

useful as projects and

'On suggests

cl7Ltil.lat could be

1.0.41773t0116-atsignments:
.

Think-Ins is base -the concept that

students should'become involved in topical

problems, sitUations, and ideas, and should

actively generate,their own hypotheses and_solu-,

tions pertaining tO those problems. This'pro-

ceps is designed to encourage and develop

problem-solving skills and facilitate indivi

dual expression.

9 6
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4.
/ 91

A Total Creailvity program for Individualizifig
4

and Aumanifing the Learning Process

Frank E. Williams

/j. rlished Educ4ional Technology Publications
149 Sylvan Avenue
Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey 07632

HoW Oider.from publisher.
To List price: 09.95.
Order: Consumable items: 'None.

Description:

s,

Target
Audience:

Materials
Provided:

The Total Creativity program is deiigned

to give teachers thkpractical helpkthey have

been seekifig,in identifying, encouraging, and--

assessing ChAdren's creative talents in the

classroom. It provides classroom teachers,

curriculum supervisors, and building princi-

pals with assessment and'identification mea- -

su es, teaching .strategies, resource listings,,

les on plans, posters, and demonstrition lesson

audio tape cassette& in thearea of creativity.

many examples of applied activities .for crea-

tive thinkidg,And feeling'in the, elementary

school program are offel:d. A.number of acti-

vities are suggested for teachers to use,in

modifying or elaborating on the Tofhl Creativity
,

Program ifi order tO meet their own: individual

lassrow peèds.

Kindergarten through upper elementary grades.'

The Total Creativity program bonsists, of

, 9 7
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eleven componenti which are packaged,in a

vinyl,carrying case:

Volume 1,- Identifying and Measuring
Creative,Potd-htial. Thisboiqc presents various
observational ana assessmentOmeasures for the
classppom teacher to.aid in identifying-and ,

measuring the thinking and feeling processes ,

which contribute to creativity:*

Volume 2 - Encouraging Creativity Poten-
tial., Thie book offers a repertoire oriFEE,-
vitiee,and strategies which can be Used to
encObrage each chad's,creitive potential.

v
'Volume 3 - Teacher!s. Workbook. This work-

bookiWT,01-des teachers and teacher trainers
with supplementary instruments, checklists and

;worksheet exercises for Observing and assessing
teacher and pupil creative behavior: The check-
(lists and worksheets may be detached and repro-
' Auced. -

,

Vorume 4 - Media Resource Book: This book
offers n extensive listing and classification ,

:1cif book films, and currently available curri-
Chlum ma erials to teach creative thinking and
feeling:

1,Volume 5 -.classroom Ideas far EncoUraging
Thinking and Feeling. This book offers oVer
380 /eqson-plan ideas to stimulate creative
thinking in a variety of subject areas (i.e.
language arts, social studies, science; arith-
metic, art-music). The suggested lessons cail
for procesies of inquiry, discovery, and crea
tive problem solving. . ,

Poster Set 1 - Thinking-Feeling Processes.
This set of eight black-add-white pOsters de-
pi6ts each of the thinking=feeling processes
stressed in the Program.

Poster Set 2 - Teaching Strategies. 'This
set of nineteen Black-and-white posters depicts,
each teaching strategy recommended for use ill
the program. One poster in this set gives an
,overview of the conceptual model used in the
Program.

:Teaching Strategies Packet. This packet
of nineteen cards describes specifiv examples
of a Strategy that can be used to pire the

9 8
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creative thinking and feeling of pupils in
-,.five subject areas of a curriculum.

Teacher Training Audio tare cassettes.
One caseette,_entitled "Creativity:" A Bridge
Between Thinking and Feeling," pOsents.infor-
mation on the kationale for the teaching of
creatii,e thinking and feelkng. A second cassette,
entitled "DemonseOtion Le0on." presente actual
classroom sessione,in which the,principles of
this program were óigina11y .fieldtested.

S.

\ The Instructoes manual eNplains the use

'and rationale,of the materials in-the kit, offers
, ..

a suggested .sehuence for_applying the program

and using the kit, and contains instructions

for using the demonstration les ons cassette.

Transcripts of the "demonstration lessons cas-
t .

%.

sette" are included.

SUbjeCt The Total Creativity Program may be used
,

Matter and
Teaching . on a,daily basisthroughout thekschool year
Strategya ,

)
within the.existing curritulum. The teacher

is encduraird to select actiVities or, materials,

from the program to meet specific class muds

,.or interests. The activities and strategies

whiCh are offers,0 can be applied to regular

classroom practices to -encOurage thinking and,

"feeling in pupils as they learn regular subject

matter (i.e. language arts, science, arithmetic,

soci LAItudies, art;usic).

,Rati nale: _The Total CreatiVity41444ram has been de-'

.si4ned around a conceptual model whichrerwha-

aizes teaching creativity through subject mat-
_
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ter 6ontent. This model emphasizes four 4,ntel-
,

lective behaviors and four feeling behaviors

appropriate to productive-diyergert,thinking:

fluent thinking, flexible thinking, original

thinking, elaborative thinking and curiosity,

risk-taking, com'plexity, and imagination.
II

The Program is based upon the rationale that

there are mental abilities and emotional caPa-

cities of children that are untapped by.ira-

ditional teaching methods, ihat'these untapped

. abilities and capacities can be sYstematically
t

utilized while simultaneously learning subject

Matter content, and that the most effective

means for doing this is through the use of:.

muitiple eaching strategies.

. 100
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----What: lbs. Writing center,

Published Winston Press
By; 25 Groveland Terrace

minneapolis, Minnesota 55403

1

How Order from publtsher.
To List price: $24.00.

.Order:' .Consumable items: Lined writing paper.

95

1:lescription: The writing Center is designed to stimu-,

¶

late children's imaginations and provide,en-

couragement for creative writing. The iideas

presented in the kit spark imagination and
4

help children develop their writing skills.

*

Target Grades 3 through 8.
Audien,

."
loteria The Center includes. 49 "Idea Generatori,".
provide each a thick cardboard,sheet (81/4" x We) with

a color illustration or photograph and sugges-
tions for writing about the ideas, objects,
or events. The Ideas are categorized into
Iive (5) areas: adventurg, mystery, fantasy,
animals, and poetry.

,

Tir:_led paper is also included.

eacher's For teacher use, a description of kit ob-
.

Guide: ,

jectives with'suggestions fcr use and evalua-
0

tion is included.

Subject Each "Idea Generator" can serve-as a,basis
matter and
Teaching for individu l writing and discussion. 'Children
Strategy:

.can write t eir own stories and ideas alone,

or participate in groxlp discussign on the illus-

4
trations. The Writing eenter may be used to its

A l

I
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"-fullest advantage as a weekly'activity.

Rationale: The Writing center uses imaginative

. activities as the basis;for developing crea-

tive thinking. Through the encouragement

and practice in creative writing that is pro-
.

vided by The Writing center, the.child gains

experience and confidence in creative pro-
f

duction.
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'CREATIVE BEHAVIOR GUIDEBOOK

Sidney J. parnes 4

1967

List price: $2.95

How to Order: Charles.Scribner's Sons
597 Fifth Avenue
New York, New. York 10017

4

The Creative Behavior Guidebook is a reference sourde and

teaching manual for the development of creative be vior.

Teachers at all grade levels will find this book u efuL.

The book is di;,ided into two sections. The first is con-

cerned with the philosophy and psychology of creative behavior.

The second section presents an instructional program for culti-

vating creative behavior. It offers guidelines for eritablish-
,

ing a course in creative problem-solving, and offers examPles

and lecture materiil which the teacher, can use. An appendix

includes a bikiography of research abstracts, audio-visual aids,

books, and methods for stimulating creay..v.iiy, and several arti-

cles pertinent to guiding creative behavior. A workbook designed

\-
for adult 1 students is available with.the Guidebdok.

Guidebook can be used by teachers at all grade levels,

its basic principles adapted for any classroom. The book

is easy.to a and well written.



.CREAilIVE LEARNING AND TEACilING

E. Paul .Tdrrance:and R. E. myers

1970

List price: $695
,

How to Order: Dodd, Mead, and Company
79 Madison Avenue 7,.!

New York, New York 10016

99'

A l
, Thists an eRciting book about teaching for creative think-

1 r

e

ing. It message s not limited to any particular educational

level nor'to any particular group of people. It is especially

useful to teachers, but can be used by-administrators, super-

visors, curriculum specialist% and.interested laymen. The book'

attempts to14d teacfiers by.increasing their awareness of their

own creative potentialities and by improving their skills of

identifying, developing and cultivating the creative abilities

of tiwir students.

While,theoretical considerAions are not neglected, the

book is primarily concerned with the things the teaScner can do .

in the classroom to foster creativity. $ome exaMples of what

the bpok offers to the teacher include ways in whiCh the teacher

can acqpire skills to facilitate creative 3Aarning ind wAys in

which _the tea er can understand children. Chapters are also

included whic1 are concefned with improving the teacher's abil-

ity to ask questions, foster a more creative environment, and be

more creative. The book also contains sample problems and illus-
.

tratio9s of how-the material could'be used in the classroom.
.

. The authors' personal styles of writing make the book easy
ALAN

to read and easy to use as a source in improing teachers' and

'students' creative abilities.,
.
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CREATIVE MOVE NT FOR CHILDREN

,Jeck Wiener an John Lidstone

.1969
)

...

,iet price: $7.95 1)*

How to Order: Van Nostrand Reinhold Co.
450 West 33rd Street
New York, NY -1.0001

100

lk

.A short ekimming of .pages in Creative Mhement for Children

3

stimulates the desire take off one's"shoes and socks, and to

cre*te an image through ipody movement, Excellent photographs
.

of young children and their expression through movement demon-

strate well the types of movement a classroom teacher might teach his/

her students. The authors emphasize that experience in dance is

not necessary for teaching creative mbvement. Their approach to

creative' movement flOr students is expressive, creative, and fun.

Included in their description Of types of movements .and exer-
,

ciseps of images is a chart suggesting which movement types

4
are appropriate at each age, five through thirteen.

\-t
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THE CREATIVE TEACHER: A PRACTICAL GUIDE TO CLASSROOM ACTIVITIES

'Grades 1, 2, 3:

Grades 4, 5, 6:

1974

William Brush,. Mary Pat Mullaney, Benny F. Tucker,
and Kathleen Williams
Dolores Albrecht, Sharon Miller, add Nancy Speed

List price: $3.95 each

How to Order:. Milliken Publishing Company
1100 Research Boulevard

* St. Louis,'Missouri 63132

The Creative TeaCher écinists of a series of six ideabooks,

each specific for a grade from 1 to 6. The activities described,

when carried out in the classroom, are intended to reinforce and

senrich those skills normally taught at--the particular grade level.

,Activities are oriented toward 'student involvement in learning,

creativity, and open-ended group discussion of the cOncepts

concerned. Each booklet is divided into sections dealing with

language, soc,ial studies, science, and mathematics. The activi-
6

ties are presented in terms of purpose, necessary materials,

procedure;>and follow-up. Most materials needed are readily

available in the elementary school environment, or are otherwise

'easily. accessible. Same activities,require.only a few minups

of dials time, while others may occupy children for a par or all

of the school year.

The series is not designed to replace normal classroom woek,

but to provide the student with an enriching involvement in sup-
/I

plementary activities. The booklets are Very readable, and dir-

ections are clear Snd uncomplicated. Theuggested activities .

require pupils,to become actively involved in learning and to

think about and discuss,what they read and.hear. This book should

.
be a valuable aid to the teacher.

s nri
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, PSYCHOLOGY OF PAOBLEM SOLVING EORY & PRACTICE
I

Gary R. Davis '

197i

List price: $7.95
I 1/4

How to Order Hasic,Bodks, Inc. isherg
10 East 53rd. Stit;t

/ - Newydrk', New York 10

102

1.1

The stimulation of creative thinkin§ is a widely, acepted

goal of education tut one that is.not ordinarily, thought of in\K

terms of ttservablz attainmetsl. This exciting bobk clarifies

the nature of creative.human problem-solving skins and describes

reasonable principle$ for their improvement. Attitudes which

promote new ideas are explored', cognitive abilities which con-
%
tribute to the woduction of, new ideas are identified, ard par-

\

ticular techniques which help in the generation'of ideas are

described. Bignics (the biological-based:engineering'strategy),

idea checklists, metaphorical synecticg, attribute lis-411g, and

lirainstorming are Just some. of the practical techniques that can

be effectivelY\used by the elementary teacher.

Psychology of Problem Solving clearly demonstrates how to

develop workable and creative solutions to probiemg. Well re-
/

searched cieative thinking and problem solving programs such as

the Saturday Subway Ride, Thinking CreatiVely, and write?. Right:,
e

are thoroughly described. rnformation on tests and measures of

creativity is provided. Teachers will find this clearly.written

book a good source of ideas for, thgosysteMatic teaching of problem-`-----
'.

solving and creativity.
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PUT YOUR240THER oN CE/LING

Richard Demille'

List'price: $2.45

How tOrderc The,vikipg Prelits, /nc.
625_Madison AVenve
New York, New York 10022'

JP"

4

IPUt your Mother on the Ceiling deals with children'simag--.--
.

ination. games. /t is directed tthiards the'preschool,- kinder-
,

garteripand primary grade leveIs.

103

Nik.
The b% ook is ar

gives the rationale

ramged_inta three sections. Vhe first section

of the book; that is, for a child to fully

understand reality, he must. also understand his own imagination.

The middle section focusses on the steps needed to prepare a

child for the imagination games. A number of imagination games

are found in the final section.

The games actively involve both the child and'Ihe teacher.

The games are written for a single child, but instructions for

adapting them to a larger group are given. The teacher is

free to work.with an individila child or a group ot)Children.

The games are nok intended for 116e with ippecific curricula, but

rather as practical exercisesphich allow children to explore

their 'own imaginative skills.

The book is clearly written an'U is easy to read and unde

stand. It will be helpful to any teacher who is interested in

improving children's imagination.

0 9



-SCAMPER

or
Robert F: Eberle

1971 4'It
List price: 0.00

How to Order: The D.O.K. Publishers,'Inc.
771 East Deiran Avenue,:
Buffalo, New York 14215,

1

'3.04

Scamper ia a booklet which' presents games for ihe develop
_ \

ment of Leaginatiom in ementary school children.

In the introducti the author explains the theory and

rationale and gives directions for "Scampering." A single

child, or a group of children, and one adult can play the Scamper

games. The teacher presents ideas and cues verbally, and the

children are free to explore their own imaginations. The games

are designed to increase children's imagination Skills, not to

develop their' skills in a specific subject area.

The theory and directions in the booklet are clearly written

and easy to understand. Teachep who wish to increase imagine-

tive abilities and creative skills in their students will find-
.

these games helpful.

'1 10
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Chapter 4

Methods of A'eaching Creativity and

Problem Solving

Fostering A Creative Classroom Climate at

Creativity cdh be viewed as a.process of chanw in thinkitng

ared ac4oa: The cOmbinati4 of ides previously unconnected into

a novel idea or conceplirequires change. In order to foster

creaivity in your classroom, it is necesfary to create an'atmos-
/

phere that is receptive to change. A positive, reinforcing,

-accepting climate is the basic ingredient necessary for the nur-
J,

turance of creative behavior.
-

encour g and reinforcing unusual responies, children's
%

attitudes .ean be positivelY directed towards a willingness to think

and experiment with-new ideas. Continued support and positi%*

attitudes from le teacher'are the fuel necar,y to power the posi-

tive motivationai
of

climate that will set the stage for a creative

atmosphere. An'environment of adaptation to individual pupil's

needs and interests, willingness to modify and vary planned activ-
,/-

ities in.the interest and support of the students, and emphasis

on divergent thinking skills will result in a warm and spontaneous

climate'which will spawn creativity in delightful dimensions. (

Here are some general suggestions for creating an atmosphere

conducive to creative endeavor.

1. Support and reinforce unusual ideas and responses.of

students.

111
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2. Useaf ilure as a positi- ve to, help srdents realite

-

and meet acceptable standards in a .sUppOrtive atmosphere.

3. "Adapt to s tudent interests Colaideas in the olas8room

whenever possiple.
4

4. Allow time for students
Air

to think about and deNielop their

c7ative ideas, not all yeatiity occursrnzniately and
11

spontaneousiy.
-)

. Create a climate of mutual respeei and acceptance between

studenis and between students and teachers, po tilat stu-

dents can share, 'develop, and lekiktogether and'from one

another as, well as independently.

6. Accept all of the creative products that arise, and b

aware of the many facets of creativitY besides arts and

.crafts: verbal respomes, written responses both in prose

and poetic style, fiction and non-fiction form. Creativ-
,

ity enters all curricular areas and disciplines.

7. Encourage divergent learning activities. Be a resource

provider and director.

.

8.
/
Listen and laugh with students. A warm supportive atmos-

?
phere provides freedom and security in exploratory think-

ing.

9. Allow students to have ceoices and be a part of the deci-

sion making process. Let them have a part in the control

of their education and learning experiences.

10. Let evel-yone get involved, and demonstrate the value of

involvement by supporting student's ideas and solutions to

problems and projects.

-112
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Inquiry, Discoveryt Problem Solving and Creativity.
.

#Problem s lying is the process of recognizing ignorance or
N

0.nabil3ty to act, clarifying the difficulty, seeking further in-
.

formation, generating one or more solul% tions, trying out a solutiOn,

and evaluating the reeults. The inquiry .or discovery approaCh AIL
r

learning has been labeled the complete problem sOlnolp process.

This approach has the unique effect of making a learnfng enter-

4
ienci meaningful to the individual learner.

The process bf inquity begins w en individuals question
, -

something in their experience. ;The teadhir can manipulate students'

learning experience in such a way,that they will.question. Once
they'begin to inguire, intrinsic interest takes hold and a.learn-:

oing by discovery prebess takes place.

44-

There are three phases involved in the inquiry problem.solving
process. The first is awareness, sensing that a.problem existe.

This is the motivating factor which arouees the student to go fur-
ther in defining and reit:flying &problem. ,Once,the Oroblem is. ,

.

brought into awareness',,,the:problem formulating stage begins.

During-this phase-the problem is defined and ideas arise for
c

plausible solution strat4gies. It ieduring this phase that in-

formation about,the problem is gathered, usually through inquiry

behavior such es questions and trial-and-errbr behavior. The next
stage is searching. During--tfiis period questioning and.informa-

tion gathering begin to be.associated with the formulation of

viable hypotheses. Backtracking'tO reconsider and recapitulate

on information may occur in this phase.

113



When all nece'ssary information has been,gathered and a Olau-
.

-sible hypothesis has been formulated and'tested, problem solvers

may feel their problem.has been resolved. _The answers to

iry prOcedures may not alwaysolpe a product-of the same nfer-

es and.ge/neralizations, evth withine same manipulative

situation, for the inqdry process 40aividualized accOiding toi

any one individWn's questioning pursuiti anA ititerests.1 The in4
.

quiry.approactj is ne ssarily d divergent thinking techfi que.

Each studOht 411/approach the problem with a,unique ba,kgrouna

Iof experience and focus and direct activities towards goals that

are'real and meaningful.

Inquiry techniques work wellvin the classroom in Which a wdrm,

/

Conditions that foster crea-:
. .

open classroom atOdspheie prevails.

) .

tivity will also promote inquiry, foo students involved in a dis-

covery process must feel free to combine new ideas, ask questions,
v,

share their thoughts.and reattfbns, and express their ideas without

pressure of peer competition.

4
Inquiry-discovery teaching.is an indirect teaching method:.

The teacher becomes a guide and fatilitator to set students on t1

road to discovery. The teacher must supply information and mater-

ials as students need and inquire dbout task relevant information.,

Inquiry learning involves'manipulation of the learning environment'

'which is meaningful and .etlegArnt to.,students. A variety of well
. _-

selected materials can selVio guide.stt"idents toWards iscovery'
. .

of cohcepti and principles'. \pnvironments in.which students,are

Eree to choose alternative.:instructional materials tend to iticrease-

inquiry activity.
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AThe use of media is especially appropriate to the introduction

of problems and th\exploration of ideas and, hypotheses which stu-

-
dentsformulate. Learning 4nters, ior example, provide.the neces-

..

sary freedom manip latioiand availability of materials which

inquiry Jearning requir s. Small groups arecan excellfrit mets of

hypothegis testing and physiical manipulation, and role playing is

a natural outlet for testing and manipulating social problems and

questions.

In all situations, students are actively-and meaningfully
v

involved in a personal learning situation. Children will se'ns4..

problems, a4k ctuestions, requesç and gather information before

making decisions when decisions are necessary but no.§Pecrfics

problems demand solution. "Inquiry, in essence, is the pursuit

of'meaning by s g,if one's own teas about an object Or phk-

menon, are substantiated by one's actual experiences with, or .

observations of it"(Strain,, 1970, p. 147).

, Creativity is inherently related to thetdiscovery process.

Creativity is present in the production of questions and hypotheses
,

and i the combildtion of known facts and principles into manipu-
, .

e

'-latior of the unknown and development of solution strategies.
9

,04 0

Experience with didEovery,learning enhances creative performance

by forcing ihe learner to manipulate the-environment and produce

new'ideas.

'-^)The learner musi be flexible to examine alternative s lution

strategies and hypotheses, and must elaborate and define needs in

the quest for information. All of the crea ve proce ses fluency,

J
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flexibility, elaboration and originality dre thus incorporate

the discovery-inquiry problem solving process.

. The basickonsiderations to be met in an inquiry learni 'ex-

perience are:

1. Provide the initial experience Vb interest students in

inquiring about a probtl,em, concept,' situation, or idea.

The use'of media, role-pl4ring,.and Aempnstrdtions are

generall successful investigative starters. Leaiming
.,

cente ich place the student in a probi.em situation

41t with a umber of viable options ve an excellent beginni .

4

-.4.4.

2.. ProAride the students with'manipulative sitVations end"
4 %

t '11

2''
T*'411',/'t

materials to begin avenues of exploration. Games,' mectief
'-_:t,,

fites, sourcebooks, and discussions are all Ood starters,'

3. Supply information sources for students' question. Out-
, t

et.

side sources, fieldtrips, speakers, peers, and thernaCtir

are worthy supplements to, written sources. 14he comm
4

and the world at large are fair game.in the information-

seeking stage.

4. Provide materials and equipment that wq.1 spark 'and en-

courage student experimtntation and production..

5. Provide time for students Iomanipula-te, discuss; exper-

iment, fail, and succeed.

6. Provide guidance, reassurance, and reinfoicement

students' ideas and hypothesis.

ExpecIng the Unexpected: Questioning Techniques ,e`

1_11 order to help children become good thinkers, we need to

give them something to think about. The most common method of

f9r
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getting chi;dren to think is p ask questions. owever, asking

qufstions that require children.to think requires-much more thought

4
and preparatibn by the teacher than asking questions which have one

correct response. Conv geht questions that have one Tight answer

a

are usefulan. evaluating the learning of information, but they

require f 'nking skills on eithg.the partici. the teacheAkor

. the le n .

uestions whicIefacilitate creative thinking are diyergelit or
,

en ended questions. These questions are often the springboard

for a discUssion, having a number of yossble answers.
.,

i Divergent questions can provide ss to all of the crkni-
.

,

tive skills children need to acquire.p.uestions can be iked at
.

.

,

all thinking leVrand abilities. Higher, level questions (ana*,%
,l-,../ V4'

sis and evaluation) produce better evalugAtive skills than do the A-

0 questions on lovkr levels. Questioning divergently hel$s Children

' a, 1

devel0 skills in gathering facts, ormulatinciphtheses, and

)
testing their information. ..)

Here Are some guide ines to follow in devel.opingryour own

questioning techniques.

1. Prepare ustioxJ before a lessOn. Use the Gui'Aord Struc-
,

turing of Intell t operations,or the Bloom-Taxonomy

(CognitiVe Domain) as a guide.

2. Ask questions simply and direct],y,and avoid excessive

wording. Vary the way you word questions. Ask questions

which stimulate students' creative thinking processes

(comparison, just suppose, interpretation, criticism,

11 '7
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Use some simple infoimatiO1 ,questions to break the ice

and o inde studeni participation, particularly for
a

chi dren who are fearful about,responding to thought

questions.

4. Allow sufficient time, aftei,"a question is asked, for,

children to think anc\to formulate,possible answers or
-

responses. Avoid calling on the first studen't whose hand

,is up.

5. Reinforc and encourage.41l children'sftefforts to respond

even thoug their 'ontriutions might be wrong. Ira

child's sponse is incorrect, offer a correction or ll

.for leiresponse from another child, but try to avoid any

senSe of ridicule or "put down" of the child whose re-
*

sponse was wrofig.

Here'are some illustrative que ions based on our concepts

of fluency, flexibility, and originality fdr a lesson on the Foy/

Express:

Fluendy: What are all the ways m I might have been trans:-

portdd across the United States at that time?

Flexibility: Most of the time we think of the horse as a'

Imeans of transportation for the rider and mail. Can you think

of other ways'a. horse dould halA been used to tommunicate'

information from one place to another?
4

. Originality: Can you think of some very Unusual way that no

one else has thought of.to transport mail today?



Critical Thinking%

There is more-to thinking thallomeets the ear. The ability
r

to give the right answer to a question may/ or may not be a signi-
! .

ficant accomplishment, depending on the hought processes that

took place before the answer4tgrface0. Critical thinking involves

evaluation and consideration o e informalon available to the

thinker: Critical thinking involves creativje thinking because it

requires..thethinker to assimilate information and\hypothesize

solutions to problems.

riye basic steps are employed in the c)ttical thinking rocess:

1. Recognizing problems

2. ormulating a hypothesis

3. Gathering pertinent facts or data

4. Testing the hypothesis

A 5. Drawing onclusions

Classroom activ An be geared to developing critical

thinking.in children. lit uction'imus be organized in such a way

that chil ren are supplied bac information and allowed to

manipulate the information and discuss problems iniorder to dis7

cover their own conclusions. By learning to think critically,

children learn to utilize and incorporate :their acquired knowledge

A in a,cumulative and productive manner.

T
- ,_

iQuestioning and discussion sessions which empldy diyergent

questioning techniques are facilitative of critical thinking.

Children who are critical thinkers also need to be questioning
,

learners. Situational learning which provides information but
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causes a child to seek informAt'em rathe'r than to simply OTocess
)

given information will aid in the develofment of criticalthink-
.

ing. Learning by *ring, role laying, solvilg cases and problems.,

and expe6wentatiofi are Situational learning'expe ences. Simula-

tions are also excellent ways toactively involv. students in a

learning situation'and to induce and teac
,

Brainstorming

ical thinking.

Brainstorming is a technique used to produce ideas related to

a particular problem topic.or.theme. It is an exCellent-technique

for strengthening imagination, flefibility and discussion techni-

ques. It is also a,highly successful tool fo roblem solving

that can be conveniently used in nearly every, subject area and

sitspation.

4

You will need recorders to take dovin-all responses. If the

recorders are using pen and pencil, two work better than one since
0

the ideas sometimes come fast and heavy. A tape-recoi,der is a

good, backup device to make sure no ideas are"missed. It is also t

good to put all ideas on the blackboard because then they are

available for all to see.

It is a good idea to gather all participants into a circle

if possible, but normal classroom seating in rows will also be suit-

able. You will want to announce the topic Lwell, before the actual

brainstorming session to allow children to think about the topic

a while before the brainstorming session. When the session begins

the topic should be restated and children should be told the

ground rules: 1) all ideas are accepted, don't evaluate 2) try
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eas poss4tble,,3) be open to combinations of.
,

ideas, and14) don't-be afraid to give dilly or wild....ideas.

paricipanks should be allowed to express their.ideas as they

, come, but one at a time so t at all ideas are recorded. _Hitch-

hiking is welcomed, that is, if .one participant gleans an idea

from another's idea, he/she should be allowe to give the new
:

. .

respong immediater, Combining two, or more responses is accept-
-

/Able an
7

d)encouragedi
. ,1

The'secret to raiiistorming is deferred judgment. This means

that criticism is uled out. All responses Kre accepted and eval-

uit416 (good or bad) is withheld until later. Some teachers like

to keep a bell'or buzzer handy to use asra warning signal that
ir

someone is criticizing or Laluating. Freewheeling is also wel-
,--

comed. Wild, bizarre idea'Sf-ae welcom'd.

In brainstorming, the emphas Id be on quantity. Quality.
47

implies evaluation, which comes aft 'the 4rainstorming session.

/
_Quantity is important. the larger the numb r of ideas produced,

the more likely that,many.,of them will be u one The ideas

generated tend to get .more original as the session -conti ues.

Common ideas will be generated at first, then participan begin

to stretch their minds for unusual responses as the. obvithis

responses are offered.

After the session is over, members shouldi-be provided with a

typed cby listing all the ideas generated. This can be used for
414,

further.ex loration, combination of ideas, and.final ;selection of

potentially useful ideas. Evaluation and selection of ideas to

1.21:
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be-implemented oi developed Should come from-each member Dr frbm

iaselect committee after the bAihstorming session. It.is°\Often
,

a good idea te have a .postsession requestofor late,Udaas and
c-

..thOughts., Then children can be assigned to' project work groups to

plan; elaborate,, develop, and itplement the.ideas.

-.-
The topic for brair*Ormin*

ment .but be broad enoUgh to allow
.

example, when braOstorming for a

cOe'r the problem statel1=-

ROdóm of thought DFor
,

unit on the family in social

studies class, the question might be, "What are all the ways fami-
.

lies could.increaWeohesiveness 4d.togetherness?" For a unit

/

0
on japan, the question might be, "What are 111 the things we would-

_like to learn abAt Japan?" In both instances, the id6as gener-
t-

ated would be used as the forundations for developing other learning

,et activities.

BrainStorming roan be used in almost any area of the cuiCulum
k

Students can also be given problems in classroom piAning and-
,

management Ch to solve a trying discipline problem, things tor-

be done in p nning for a forthcoming field trip). In all in-
4

stances brainstorming sessions shopld be followed by an e luation

Wsess in which the best or most promisini ideas are identified

and plans are made for individuals or small groupie to work on

developing, elaborating, and implementing them.

Attr te Listing

The combination

..

o dification of old ideas, concepts, and -,.--,

, principles into new and

1
vel ones is the basic premise behind

creative thinking. Attribute listing Is a technique that promotes

122
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a clearer view of the qualities, Specifications, characteristics

limitations, and attributed.of a problem to allow for easy change

and the development 6f new ideas t-hti ugh the change..

Paper and pencil, chalkboard, transparency material, and an

overhead projector are the main items of equipment needed. Attri-

bute listing can be done by ndividual children or combined wit0

informal brainstorming in group work.

The teacher can begin an attribute listing group praj.ect by`o..-N

defining the problem and writing it where it is readily visible

to all the children. Then a chart such .as appeard in Figure 4-1

developed. In column form, three lists should be devel-

oped. In the first column, the problem is broken dovin into parts

or components. In column two, the characteristics or attributes

of each part are listed. In column three; ideas for improvement,

)ased on ideas generated in columnt one and two, are written.

After the ideaskhave been Seveloped and listed they can be

easily examined, discussed, and elaborated upon. If they pass

the eval Dr nd receive approval from the group, the final step

implementation and resulting modification or solution of the

Attribute listing can be used as a springboard for stimulat-

ss discussions. The possibilities are endless. Social

/
AtUdit4;discussions, didcussion of scientific principled and prob-

lems, charaCter studies and story wtiting and discussions, and

problem solving are some suggested areas in whidh attribute list-

ing can be used. 123

/M.
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Figure 4-1

Problem: How To Improve The Playground

Part or
' Component

' Characteristics or
Attribute

Tdeas for
Improvement

1: The ground
surface,

2. The placement
of play equii-
ment

3. The baseball
diamond

4. The swings

5. The water
fountains

6. The fence
around it

1. Grass
Blacktop
Concrete

In rows,
Close together

3. At far corner
On dirt area

4 Very tall
Metal chain
Wooden seats

5. One fountain'
Made of con-
crete

6. Very high
Chain link
Blocks vision

1. Need more grass
Use wtificial
turf

2. Vary placement
Spread'out
Make game area

Put in grass
Stationary bases

Need small ones
Belt seats better

5. Need more foun-
tains
Needs steps

7

6. Mice it lower
More open

-124
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e

Attribute listing could take place in large class discussions
< -.*

in small group work, or individually. One idea is to supply hand

outs with column one already filled in. Attribute listing is ax-,)\

.useful technique for developingonew ideas.

Morphological Analysis

This technique involves the anal4sis of tw or three componr

ents,.specifications, or 'cha'racteristics co on to a particular

problem situation or object. While attributeAdsting focuses on

the modification principle ci creative thinking, moiphological

,analysis focuses on the combination principle, combining old ictas

to produce novel ideas.

Morphological artlysis involves the use of.a grid system

(See Fi-gure 4-2). For easiest implementation of this technique,

construct the grid (either two or three dimensions) on a.chalk-

'board or transparency and on individual handout sheets.

Like attribute listing, morphological analysis can be an

individual thinking activity or combined with inforr51 bralistorm-

ing as a group activity. The following steps are to be used,

along with Figure 4-2 as an illustration:

1. Write the pisbblem statement at the toof the matrix.

In our illustration it is stated as follows: Improving

the cIa is-F6-oiii-Eiiiirr'voiririewr- ustrrg-common-mataigals .*.and

available equipment.

2. On the horizontal- axis of'the gr0;-1,t all of the iypes

4,

of things that.are relevant to the problem. For,example,

one characteristic of the problem illu-straied in Figure

)00` 4-2 is the parts of the clas*sroom environment. Brain-
.<

1 0 M



Figure 4 2

Problem: Improving the Classroom Environment
Using Common Materials and Available Equipment

Materials Floors

Components

Walls Desks Tables

120

Chalk
boards

Paper-

.dardboard

Felt/Cloth

Paint

Paper Murals
footprints
to guide
movement

for
walls

Paper desk
pads for
scratch
paper Work-

Use large
pieces of
mcardboard
as room
dividers

Parti-
tions
study.
carrells

Use Tr -
wall 1+
board o
build
desks

Put card-
d- board

boxes on
tables for
*orage

Could get
more-black
boards
painting
black on
cardboard

Bring in Put up Make
scraps to felt/ cushions
sew to- burlap for desk
gether to
make a
classroom
carpet

strips
for
display
purposes

chairs

May not Let each Have color- Slate
be pos- child coded paint on
sible to
do in

decorate
desk

tables for
learnl.ng

walls,
ceiling

some
schools

stations boards

Rubber.
Old tires
for sit-
ting in

Parti- Glass tops to lay .

tions to l. over desks and tables
Glass cut sound ...:..e.). with instructions

-underneath .

down

Plastic

Egg carton
wall parti-
tions
good acous-
tic devices
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i

storming may be used here to gathet; all of:Ithe varieties

.and types of ipecific characteristic's,.

3. On the vertical axis of the grid, reileat the same proce-
,

dure using another characteriqic. In ourdillustration,

we used types of materials. ;

Combine the two characteristics to fill vie cells. Soini

cells cannot be filled because they reprepent impossible

combinations. Others lead to good ideas.

5. Evaluate the cell combinations and plan strategies for

solution of the problem or development of the new product.

Morphological analysis is a for al way of bringing ideas to-

gether into combinations which rn341t be useful in solving a prob-

lem or improving some thins or situations. It requires clear

explanations from the teacher concerning what is expected from the

children and how to do it.
4

Synectics

Synectics is a process whereby analogies are used in problem

analysis. There are three types of analogies popular for use in

synectics: (1) fantasy, (2) direct, and (3) personal. The

of fantasy analogies is-the most common and is usually the lead,
,

off in a synecticsssession. In fantasy analogies children search

for the ideal solutions to a. problem but their solutions can be
_

as farfetched or unusual as possible. . Solutions may be dreamed

up in fanciful whimsical, even animated dimensions. The teacher

may start off a session by asking the children to think up the .

ideal solution for a problem involving movement of a heavy piece
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of equipment on the playground. Analogies,may be fantasized that

include tiny nymph-like creatures carrying the equipment skyward,

.use of elephants, or giant,balloons. iN4ese solut s are later

forced into practical analysis for the'design and solution of

problems.

Another popular form oftinalogy is the direct analogy. Using

this technique, synectics group membe-rs are asked to find parallel

problem tituations in real life Situations4 For example,- moving

heavy objects may be paralleled in real life situations by animals

transporting their young. Spaceships carrying space exploration

equipment would also be a sample of the same problem situation in

another setting. The main difference between fantasy and direct

analogy procedures is that fantasy analogies can be entirely ficti-
.

tious, whereas direct analogie6 must be actual parallels in real

life to the problem.
%

Personal analogies bring an-element of fantasy into the syn-

ectics session by placing participants in the role of the problem

itself. In a personal analogy approach the problem solves itself.

The thinker might begin by saying "If I were a heavy swing set on

the playground and I wanted to move to another place on the play-

ground, what-could I do?"

Synectios-is a fun-way to involve students in imaginative

discussions and come up with unusual and workable problem strate-

gies. Any subject related topic can be examined in small or

large group discussions. Giving students an explanation of the

method to be used and examples will help stimulate an effective

128
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synectics session. ThAugh synectics children can learn valuable

strategies folk. solving problems.

Forced Rekationphips

The technique of forcing relationships is a strengthening

activity which helps deiielop the ability to see unusual uses for

things and the combination of ideas from different viewpoints.

The technique has four major approaches which will be summarized

below. These are listing techniques, catalog techniques, focused-

relationstips, and arbitrary forced relationships.

Listing Techniques

In this technique the problem statement is presented to the

thinkers. A list of unrblated objects is then presented, or gener-

ated by the teacher or thinkerp. T is list has no relationship-to

the problem stated and may, in fact be produced before the.intro-

duction of the problem in order to les en the tendency to choose

related objects. The thinker must take each object on the.list,

in turn and associate it with the problem statement. The objects

themselves do not need to be related. The relationship should be

derived by a free association method, that is, taking the first

relationship-is initially deferred. After all relationships have

been recorded, the children go back through the list and evaluate

the ideas for possible modification, development, and implementation.

Evaluation of the responses should be recorded with ,a + or -. A

third run through the responses serves as a planning stage to begin

development of the ideas.

' Here is an example of a forced relationship technique used

129
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to deal.with the problem "Fighting on the Playground."

List Freely Associated Responses,

magazine Take magazines to playground for
diversion of fighters.

grass If they must fight, grass is better
than blacktop, so plant grass.

oil Oil shoes of the fighters so they
can't stand up.

shoe Make the fighters go barefoot in
warm weather. .Alacktop and gravel
will hurt feet 4nd prevent fighting.

puzzles Give children puzzlest-to solve to
calm them down..

ice Use ice cream to reward good behavior.

typewriter Let children type to reward good
behavior.

Catalog Techniques

This technique is much/like the listing technique. The prob-

lem is stated first: However, objects to be used in association

with problem solutions are drawn randomly from a 5atalog. The

catalog is opened at random and the child can use any object he

gees there in creating a solution. The objects are then forced

to fit the problem statement. The same steps of evaluation,

development and implementa-pion are then followed as in listing.

Focused Relationships

Focusing relationshj.ps follows the same lines as the catal?g

./

or listing techniques. However, the relationship of the objects

to the problem statement isnot completely random or arbitrary.

The objects which will be`forced to the problem statement thould

be pre-selecte and in some way be relevant to the problem. For

130
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exeMple, in the problem n)ighting on the Playground," typewriter

would not be selected as a forceable object, but grass and shoe

might bp. Playground equipment, boxing gloves, rocks, and black-

top,',would be relevant to the problem. As with the other techni-

ques, re relationship of:ihe objects to the problem are freely

associlied, one at a time.' Ev5luation is held off until all of

-the re tionships have been created. Then deve/opment and imple-

mentatin of the ideas is undertaken.

Arbitry Forced Relationships

Arb:itrary fcpced relationships do not involve the use of a

pzotleirçsttement. All that is needed are a group of arbitrary

words, biects, or ideas. Two objects are selected at random and

foi,cedjitorther. Ideas tfiat are produced using this technique

*
can then be developed. One good method of presentation is to

?I'll 4' fish bowl with oC/bjects written-on folded slips of paper.
-

The tIfkP mist pull gut two slips, read the names of the

v.xv
.

,.;.4ects,Wend force them together tg dreate a novel idea. One pub-
.

,14,ehed source for'this technique, it- the Think Tank, developed by
-(

Bojici.

Summery,

These various methods and :techniques for teaching creative

thinking, problem solving, inquiry, and critical thinking can'be

incorporated into,the regular classroom subject matter or theY

can be organized as separate experiences. If they are related to

subject matter, they will enhance both subject matter learning

13i
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and the acquisition of skills in creative thinking and problem

solving. It is important to remember that in using any of these

methods, the goal is mot to solve problems as such. Rather it

is to help children develop their ab,kities to solve many kinds

of problems in and out of school.

A
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Chapter-5.

How To Get- A Project Started In Your.Classroom

Now that you have had an opportunity to explore some of the

methods and materials that are available for you to use-in your

classroom, you will probably be anxious to get started on a pro-

ject of your own. Perhaps you have already been working on some'

activities for helping children think creatively, and have located

some promising new methods and materials to include. On the other

hand, teaching for creative thinking and pi.oblem solving may repre-

sent a new direction that you're interested in trying out in your

own teaching. Either way, by now you may be wondering how to get

started. This Chapter will give you some useful ideas and sug-

. gestions.

Six General Guidelines

Your efforts at helping children become better creative

thinkers and problem solvers will be more successful and more re-

warding for you and your students if you approa`ch your goal very.

systematically. There are six general guidelines which will help

planning, conducting aniLevaluating your classroom project. They

are:

1. Know what creative thinking and problem solving are as

processes and abilities.

2. Determine what processes, skills, and content you want the

students in your class to learn and develop.

3. Try out your plans and new ideas before you begin to use

them with your class.
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4. Create an atmosphere in your class in which creative

learning can occur.

6. Utilize learning proCedures involving many activities

and prdducts.

6. Conduct a careful review and evaluation, not only of the

students' learning, but of your own project and efforts,

and plan revisions accordingly.

Of Course, there are many specific ideas and suggestions that

will be useful to you in your efforts to implement these general

guidelines. In this Chapter, these guidelines are discussed more

specifically. Hazards and pitfalls you must be prepared to deal

with during your project are pointed out, and some suggestions

about opportunities foryou to locate demonstration projects and ,

displays of useful resources and material are provided.
4441

1. Be certain that you understand the creative thinking and

problem solving abilities you hope to foster.

What are the components of the problem solving process? In

order to teach students to think well, one must understand the
r

process of problem solving. Sidney Parnes (1967) defines five

stages of the creative problem solving process: (1) fact finding,

(2) problem finding, (3) idea finding, (4) solution finding, and

(5) acceptance finding. Let's examine each of these stages.

Fact-Finding involves using all of the information available about'

the_prob em..

*OA roblem solver must first examine all of the avail le

inforM tioriabout his problem, much like Sherlock Holmes. Before,_
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a problem can be solved, it must first arise. The discovery of

. te pioblem is the first major step involved in problem solving.

,
Like a sleuth, the thinker must become aware of any and every

particle of in4rmation that might help to define the elusive

problem. Once all information is collected, and the clues to

the problem are laid out, the task of problem-finding and problem

definition presents itself. In this stage, children are like a

sponge. They absorb information about the componenp: of the

problem. When thoroughly saturated, they can evoke a broader

restatement of'the problem. By wringing information out of the

sponge and soaking ii biltk up several times, children can analyze

each element in the problem, arrange and rearrange the problem

statement, and define the objectives of the problem. Finally,

the problem may be broken down into sub-problems, and each com-

ponent of the sub-problems analyzed for available information.

Once the problem has been adequately defined,4ind all infor-
.

:nation about the prob/em and the-probleM-situatio9 has been

identified, the task evolves into the generation of ideas and

alternative solutions to the problem. Idea-Finding As the gener-

ation and manipulation of ideas. Chapter Four aescribes a number
r

,

of methods and strategies that can be used to helP produce responses
1

in the idea:finding stage. Among these are brainstorming, 6heck-

111 listj.ng attribute listing, and morphological analysis. There

are four major rules that apply to all of these methods, and to
,...

the whole concept of idea finding:
* a

(1) Do not criticize or evaluate4any ideas produced.

Ideas should be free-flowing and unhampered at this

stage.

135
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(2) The crazier, the better. , Wild, imaginative ideas

may become practical when forced into problem itua-

tions from a different viewpoint. The emergence of an

unusual or bizarre idea may spark yet another, and

perhaps usaarC idea in fellow problem solyers.

(3) The more the merrier. Quantity of idea is important

,

in the idea-finding stage. Quality 1deas is not

consideied at this point. The more ideas there are,

the greater the base for evaluating and selecting

viable ideas becomes.

(4) Work With others in the combinatipn of ideas. No one

person's idea belongs to that person; all ideai at

thii stage are thrown into the communal pot. Ideas

that 'sprout from other ideas that have been

r, are fair game.

After a considerable list of ideas has been formulated, the

best and most practical or desirable idea to solve the problem

must-be sought. Herein lies the basis of the SolutiOn-Finding

stage iftWoblem solving. Solution finding is the evaluation

of ideaslbroduced in the idea-finding stage, and the manipula-

tion of the best idea into a solution strategy. Now is the 14.4.ke_

for consideratien and discussion of_each idea that was produced.

Criticism mayingleed occur here, along with speculation and ela-
\ .

boiation'about.possible ways to implement an idea.
%

In the final analysis the best idea may often turn out toP
%

be an unconventional idea, or one that maleinvolve radical change.
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The final-step in the creative problem solving process becomes

acceptance finding: This merely suggests that a final consid-

eration be made, of the solution in order to imPlement the idea
lk

into a solution strategy. lh-

Now l'ou are aware of the stages a problem solver goes through

in dealing with a problem. It is'also important to understand the

thought processes- involved in these stages. There art four basic

abilities involved in creative thinking. These are fluency, flex-

ibility, elaboration, and originality.

Fluency,is a memory process. An individual gathers and

stbres information inhis mind until it can be of use. The

ability to recall information so that it can be used in the solu-

Ation of a problem is a fluency process. Fluency can.be observed

in a class discussion when a pupil offers many ideas on one topic,

or produces several ideas for the implementation,a another indi-

vidual's idea. Fluency is ap important aspect of a1ydea ener-

ating component. A Student who provides many responses in an

idea producing session is illustrating fluency ability.

Flexibility'is the abality to switdh from one'brain of thought

to another. In problem solving and creativity, individuals must

be able to see a wide variety of applications to a particular con-

cept. Flexibility requires-the ability to adapt to alternative

new situations and ideas. It also means not ge,Ating locked into

particular or rigid ways of viewing the problem.. Flexible thinkers

can use information in a variety of ways. Flexibility can be ob-

served in a class discussion when a pupil switches easily from one

4
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topic to another and incorporates several alternatives to each

problem presented. A student who gets stuck on one idea, or

who cannot relate his/her ideas to other pupils' ideas, is not

being flexible. Flexibility is directly related to the problem

solving processes. When you are defining a problem, you need to

look for all of the possible alternatives which might be involved.

If you get stuck on an alternative solution that is not the right

definition, the best solution may never surface.

Originality is th ability to produce new, unique, or un-

usual ideas. OriginaL,thinking welcomes the strange and bizarre.

Oftentimes, unusual ideas are the cOmbination df two old ideas in

a new dimension. The invention of the water bed may have ori-
el-

ginated from someone's eesire to float off tO sleep. Originality

can be strengthened in students. Practice in trying to be original,

acceptance of unusj.1: ideas, and encodrdgemeht,for students to go

out on a limb and dream up kooky 'axe slyeral. dpproaches to

the development of this important ability.

Elaboration is the ability to fill out an idea, to add details,

and to build up-groups of related ideas. Once an idea has been

forMulated, an individual must be able to bring it to fruition.

Elaboration is also important in the fact-finding stage: once

you define ari'element of the problem, you must be able to clarify

and elaborate on hag-it relates to the conditions of the problem,.

:These basic processes that have been presented so far in the

chapter should be cLearly, understood before the teacher proceeds

furthei-in developing instructional material to teach creative
40

*thinking and problem solivng.
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2. Determine what processes, skills, and content you want the

students in your class to learn and develop.

The important steps to remember in this goal have to do .

with developing goal statements and instructional objectives.

Some teachers do not believe it is necessary or important to

prepare specific instructionalobjectives. However; planning

goals and objectives is an important step in preparing instruction

which will effectively foster creative thinking and problem solving.

Noc The development of objectives which contribute to your

efforts to foster creative thinking takes into account the

'content (or subject matter) that will be taught. You should

also deliberately consider the processes and abilities in creative
1

'thinking and problem solving, however, and check to insure that

you have written objectives which involve the use of those pro-

cesses and abilities. Some examples of staterients_of objectives

which involve creative thinking abilities and problem solving

processes have been proVided by Covington, Crutchfield, Davies,
_

and Olton (1972) in theTeacher's'Guide for the Productive,

!Thinking Program. Their-summary Of the skills of productive

thinking includes:

Recognizing puzzling facts

Asking relevant, information-seeking questions

Solving problems in new ways

Generating ideas of high quality.,

Evaluating ideas

Achieving solutions to problems
*

In.planning what will be taught, it is also recommended that you

5 139
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arzi;

can help encourage,creative thinking and problem solving by

involving students in making choices and in planning what will

be learned. One way to do this is by planning several alter-

native learning activities, am which the students can choose,

for each of your instructional ob ectives. If you wish to pro-

vide the students with an even grea er role in planning, you can

use class meetings,at the beginning o teaching unit or on a

daily*basis, at,which time the students and the teacher can

plan together. This approach is very effectively supplemented,

too, by having another class meeting at the end of the day or

unit, in which everyone reviews the progress that has been made

and evaluates the extent to which the plans made earlier have

been completed. Eventually, of course, the students can be

brought into the planning process on an individual basis, through

the,use of contracts of learning agreements.

Aa you begin planning a project for developing creative

thinking, you should also devote considerable energy to review-

ing and selecting useful methods and materials. One source

of guidance for task and method selection is figure 5-1. This

chart provides a description of.various tasks which promote

development in a specific problem solving area. As you plan

6your project, a quick glance at the chart will point you in the

direction of appropriate activities and tasks. You can use this

information by looking to the methods and materials available

and choosing the materials that utilize the ne essary types of

activities for your purposes. The task chart is a o a helpful

tool when you are constructing or devising your own teaching
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Figure 5-1

Problem Awareness and Information Gathering: Sensitivity and

awareness to problems. The discovery of problem situations and

problem definitions. (Organizing available data, asking,

questions, cilassifying and utilizing information.)

Type of Task

Improvement

Examples of Task Adtivities

1. Product improvement--how
could you make this product
better.

2. Situation improvement--how
could you change this situa-
tion, environmental improve-
ment, etc.

"What If" 1. "Just SuPpose" imagination
Situations activities. Story completion

activities. Prediction of
consequences.

. Observation 1. Finding camouflaged or hidden
Activities figures. Scrambled word games,

word finding puzzles.

2. Clue finding, information hunting
in stories.

3. Problem definition. Defining a
problem from a mass of informa-
tion.

Questioning
and Speculation

1. Speculating on what is ocdurring
in a picture or part of a story.

_

. Writing newspaper headlines and
story titles for pictures.

3. Completing pictures and designs
from abstract or symbol line
beginnings.

1. Solving riddles and puzzles.

1 4. 1
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Figure 5-1 Cont.

Idea Production and Formation of HypotheSis: Thinking'up ideas,

finding ideas from available information and constructing hypo-

theses for problem solutions.

Type of Task Examples of-Task Activities
_

/deational 1. Thinking up unusual uses for things,
Fluency writing as much as possible about

absurd topics.

2. Writing similes, synonyms and anto-
,nyms for words and phrases.

3. Categorizing--List all of the things
you can think of that are cylindrical
in shape.

Flexibility, 1. Find a variety of uses for common objects.

2. make several drawings from line begin-
nings. .Design symbols for words or
ideas.

Indicate 'subtle changes in phraseologyh
figural drawings, or visual demonstra-
tions. (Find the figure that is dif-
ferent, where did .the change occur, etc.)

4. Find several solutions to physical puz-
zles (Match stick puzzles, block puzzles,
word puzzles.)

5. Story problems--what endings might this
story have, etc.

Improvement 1. Product improvement--how could you make
this product better.

2. Situation /mprovement--haw could you
change this situation, environmental
improvement, etc.

"What /f
Situations"

1. 'Vust Suppose" imagination activities.
Story completion activities. Prediction
of consegliences.'
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Figure 5=1 Cont.'

Evaluation and Hypothesis Testing: Moikkipg judgments about ideas

and hypotheses previously formulated. Experimenting io test ideas. ,

Generalizing consequences and results. Improving viable ideas,

and checking hypotheses against the facts.

Type of Task

Elaboration

Example& of Task Activities

1. Adding details to drawings,
designs, stories, or ideas.

2. Filling in outlines.

Associational 1.
Fluency

2.

"What If" 1.
Situations

Experimentation 1.

writing synonyms and antonyms
for words.

Producing lists of words that
are absociated with other words.

"Just suppose" imagination
activities. Story completion
activities. Prediction of
consequences.

manipulation of facts and actual
trial of hypotheses through
physical experimentation, simu-
lated activities and games, role
playing,'etc.
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materials.

Using pubfished material

One early decision to make invglves the extent to which
-

- you w4ll utilize.published materials, sdch as thosesreviewed

in Chapter 3, in.your project. The reviews in Chapter 3 will

give you enough information to make a tentative selection of

suitable materials. If you locate some Published materials that
a

seem to be appropriate for your project, you can arrange to order

the material through your school's usual channels. (The infor-

mation provided in the Reviews may be helpful to your principal,

or supply coordinator in ordering the material.)

When the material arrives, scan the whole set to familiarize

yourself with the kit or set. Then begin your intensive study

in the teacher's guide or manual. The Manual usually begins

with a description of the purpose or objectives of-material,

and gives full instructions concerning how to use the kit. You

should become thoroughly familiar with the various materials in

the kit. Developers of materials often use special terminology

when describing their materials. Thus it is imperative that you

become familiar with each piece of material being described. This

can be accomplished by handling and examining each piece of mater-

.ial as it is being discussed in the teacher's guide.

It is als(Dportant to read the complete description of how

the material should be used. Some teachers who Are highly com-
e

petent in using traditional instructional material assume that

they4can bypass much of this material in the teacher's guide or

manual. HOweVer, much traditional material assumes a completely

different teaching strategy which stresses presentation and ex-
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Planation by the teacher. Creativity and problem solving

instructional materials assume little presentation or explan-

ation and much stimulation of independent thinking. Because

of this special nature of creativity Materials, a thorough

understanding of how to useithe material to stimulate crea-

tive thinking and problem solving is necessary for maximum

effectiveness.

The teacher's guide may also describe work that can be

done to follow up the work in 66 kit being used or other

pources that will enhance the kiLt. Clearly, the teacher's
. p

guide is a valuable sourcliin th*ch one may find, not only

the way-in whIch the kit can be used, but also ways in which

auxiliary material or follow up work can be added to the class-

room-
, -

Using Methods

You may be interested in utilizing some of the methods for

stimulating creative thinkin4, which were reviewed in Chapter

4. These methods can be useful in your project, whether youc

decide to make them the pri4cipal part of your efforts or whether

you incorporate them into aprogram which also involves the use

of published material.

After you have read Chapter 4 and identified some of the

methods for possible incorporation in your project, you should

plan to devote some additional time to preparation, since

you will not haVe a teacher's manual or'ieady-made material

for the pupils. It is important, of course, that you under-

stand the use and limitations of the methoC. you may
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find it valuable to consult additional backg"round references

'from Chapter 4 for any method you plan to try out, since each

one involves specific techniques that must be quite clear to you

before you will be able to use the method successfully.

When you feel confident that you understand the method,

you should give yourself plenty of time to plan ways for

NbuildingN thimethod into your instructional plans.

Sometimes the method will be valuable to you in the planning

stages of instruction. For example, brainstorming can be used

with your class"to plan the content of a unit or lesson (as

was illustrated in Chapter 4). Alternatively, the methods may

also be used in developing learning activities for the children,

whether individually, in small groups; or with the entire class.
;

'Thus, you can use the methods described in Chapter 4 to plan

instruction, as well as to provide a basis for learning acti-

vities to include in any lesson or unit plan you develop.

3. Try out your plans and new ideas before _you begin to use

them with your class.

It is likely that most teachers benefit from a trial run

through the material as it would be used in the classroom before

beginning their actual instruction. While it might seem labor-

ious, this trial use of the material will yield substantial divi-

dends. Sy doing this you will determine whether you really know,

how to use the material. Secondly, it allows for teacher antici-

pation. You have the prized and unmatched vantage point of know-

ing the needs, desires, problems, abilities,and interests of your

students. With that information, plus thorough familiarity with

1.46,



the materials, you can be prepared for questions the Students

might raise and be able to direct them to follow up activities.

Great benefits can be gained if the teacher is able to direct

students to additional sources or activities when their interest

or motivation is high. Furthermore, the teacher can,be prepared

for the various problems that may arise while conducting the

project in the classroom. These problems can range from the need

for special equipment to inadequate time allocations for specific

activities. These problems are easily eliminated by..careful

advance planning.

A trial run can be particularly useful if you are part,of

a "team teaching" program, or if you can identify one or more of

your colleagues with whom you can share,your ideas and plans.

If at least two teachers share an interest in a creative, thinking

project, there will be many opportunities for the kind of sharing

or "cross-fertilization" of ideas that is valuable in creative

teaching and learning.

Finally, the trial run may be especially valuable if you are

trying out'a new method from Chapter 4, since it will provide you

with an opportunity to verify your own personal understanding of

the method and your.ability to use it in your own thinking. You

will be mu4,14 more enthusiastic, probably, if you have had oppor-
o-w,,,,F

tunities to put the method to use yourself before you begin to

use it with your class.

4. Create an environment in your classin which creative learning

can occur.

Creative learning does not just happen by chance, and while

occasionally it might result from a "happy accident,"cne should
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4'a ,

not be satisfied with a project that depends upon luck. In
, ,, .

addition, no amount of carefill; OplannIng c#Ine4re0u6e the impor-

., /tance of what happens -in th latsroom when the ,project actually
( ,

begins. Every ,teacher s;06mbtlessly khocip the.experience of the
4 7 .

. , e
very carefully planne 616 that fallS'flat on its face. For-

i

/ .

tunately; there are many things you can do to help prevent the

fates from determining/the success of your project in the class-

room. Some.of .t4ese things are descpibednext under the general

category of the ' lassroom atm sphere" you establish for creative
ar.

learning;-,

Warm-up ,

Before beginningà lesson or activity the teacher should

attem.t
co.b

will q
,

4ffective unless it includes some strategy for esta-

ttwarm upirthe class. Even the greatest lesson plan

blishing a receptive psychological set among the students. One

effective way of accomplishing this is by using open-ended ques-

tions which arouse interest or stimulate curiosity. Another

effective approach is to utilize a puzzling phenomenon or problem

to stimulate the students to ask their own questions. Many teachers

give thought to asking different questions, but never think of the

possibility of beginning instructi.c?liOith spontaneous student

questions (cf., Torrance & Myers: 0).

Physical arrangements

One important way of establishing a classroom atmosphere for,

creative learning is through careful attention to the physical

arrangements of the classroom. For example/co use buzz groups

effectively, it is necessary to seat small groups of students
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in circles. In some cases it might be helpful to push the

desks aside and have the students sit on the floor. A brain-

storming group can be as large as eight to ten students, while

other kinds of group discussions, presentations, and demonstra-

tion rojects may be' best.suited for an entire class.

I you are using an individualized approach in your project,

you will probably also discover 'that- you need to designate various'

parts.of yout classroom (or even other near-by rooms if they are

available) for a number of individual and group activities through-

out the day. If your room is large enough, you may well find it

useful to use moveable dividers, portable chalk or bulletin boards,

tables, or even home-made wooden or cardboard dividers to parti-
s

tionithe room off into various activity areas: It is also worth-
,

while 6 include a special area for quiet relaxation and thinking;

creative ideas often require a quiet period-of time for "incubation."

thysical activity and productive noise

You must also'keep in mind that many creative learning a.ctivi-

ties involve a greater degree of physical activity and discussion

among students than are required by more traditional activities

(particularly of the "seat work" variety). /n your effort to

develop a supportive environment for.creative learning, don't

work against your own purpodes by being too rigid about movement,

activity, and noise. Tiere is an important difference, which you

can soop learn to distinguish, between disruptive behavior and

the "productive noise" and activity of 6hildren busily involved

,in tracking down new ideas and solutions to problems.

A stimulating classroom is filled with resources. There are

7Th
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things tbrexplore, read, study and examine. There are many things

on bulletin boards. There 5re plades to relax and talk.. The

teacher encourages children to talk, to move about, to share

ideas. The children'do nbt drift aimlessly. There is no chaos.

There is much active pursuit of learning activitiewb But the

atmosphere is *relaxed and pleasant; in such a room creativity,

and problem solving can flourish.

beferied judgment

In Chapter 4, in telation to brainstorming, you read about

the principle of "deferred judgment." This is also an important

principle fbr the teacher to remember in working to establish a

creative learning environment.
..2

Premature and hasty teacher evaluation can destroy a child's

first efforts at creativity or problem solving. creativity and

problem solving are risky venturei. There are many blind alleys,

false starts, failures and frustrations. But children must learn

to take the risks. This means that teachers must be slow to cri-

ticize. They should offer guidance and direction and praise for

any successes. They should also help students to learn and prac-

ma"tide the deferre'd judgment principle'among theMseli;es and avoid

harsh criticism of each other's efforts, Children should also

be encouraged to evaluate their own work, and given opportunities

to learn how to do it, rather than being totally dependent on the

teabher for evaluation.

Learning a facilitative role

,When teachers first begin to consider the effects of increased

student participation in planning, greater student independence

in learning activities, and application of the principle of de-
150



ferred judgement, it is easy for some misunderstandings to occur.

Quite frequently, for example, ag atmosphere for creative learni*.ng

is confused with a totally "unstructured" or permissive atmosphere.
.

is be:veto avoid the term permissive, .for it is extremely value-
_

laden and open to too many interpretations. Creative learning

does place a great emphasis upon theactive role of the learner

in managing.and directing learning activities i'dependently. In

"any of the arrangements you develop to foster creativity, children

will be somewhat noisier and more active physically than in tradi-

tional, self-contained, teacher-centered classrooms. But that

does not mean that creative learning leads to children running

around,'screaming, shoutidg, or swinging frorp the light fixtures.

4.ArNor does it imply that learning is overlooked., In fact, ieis

true that children involved in creative activities will not

lanly be working toward important goals and objectives, but will,

be less likely to reeort to aggressive and disruptive behavior.

Of course, the teacher must maintain sr:4in control over the

class, but a low authority profile will have the most beneficial.

results. Tr teacher must act as a guide cA ficilitator when

using creative methods. This means that the methods are etudent-

centered and not teacher-centered. while reiaxing control may

.be difficult, it is uslially an essential ingredient in getting

children to think ,for themselves. At first, the students may

not be prodtative, but with encouragement, patience, and support

they will, Mae gains.,

* If the students feel they can rely on your constant support

and encourkement they will not be frighteded or,anxious to give
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a response that may not be a popular one. Mben students are-

able to give responses that are unpopular and infrequently

given by other students, or even funy or ridiculous, they are

more.likely to think creativ ly. It is the teachee,s responsi-

b ty to be accepting of 1e student's responses, to provide

encouragement and reinforcement4or all ideas, and to rediice or

eXiminste the criticism of the other clasp members. In fact it

is better to allow the humor and fun to flow, since this usually

aäcompanies creative ideas. You can help the class most by .

laughlng along.with-them. This-cAill serve to reinforce the

students foritheir original and flexible thinking and show that

you are really serious about encouraging creative thinking.

The teacher must beevery open and receptive to the ideas
:

of all. students. . The teacher shotild not shOW strong approval.

of some children's productions, while showing disapproval of

otheis\that seem silly, funny or unusual. Both quantity and

quality of output will incrdase when evaluation is eliminated

or at least postponed. This contributes to the supporti ve atmos-
.

phere that the teacher should try to fo ster, and ;4,444auces the fear

and anxiety that reduces creative thinking and problem solving in

young children. The children must also learn,to express apprecia-

tion or enjoyment of each others' work while avoiding criticism,

ridicule or sarcasm. The general classroom atmosphere shodld

foster cooperative effort while allowing each child to thi*

independently. The student must feel free to-take risks in

front of the other students and the teacher, and to express unusual,

unique, or different idea4 without fear of ridicule. If students
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are embarassed or punished for what theY-iii:TPi-dOe it is not

likely that they will make future attempts at thinking and' preigent-

ing their ideas to classmates.

Finally, when you are attempting to establish a favorable

atmosphere for creative thinking and problem-solving, you must

learn to develop a great deal of.patience. You must be.ade to

restrain yourself from "squelching" the child who is a 6onstant

source of new ideas. But, by the same token, you must also learn

not to inhibit the effor's of students who are slower in getting

started. They should also have encouragement, support, and ade-

quate time for thinking about a problem.

o
In learning a facilitative role, then, it is suggested that

you muitt (rb emphasize the student's self-directed lep.rhing as

much as, possible; (2) maintain a low authority profile; (3) accept

ideas, whether common or unusual, from all atudents; (4) foster in

your students and in your owfi'behavior ,a sense of constructive

criticism and an emphasis on self-evaluation processes; (5) strive

to eliminate punishment or ridicule of new and unusual ideas; and

(6) tolerate differences of time or speed among students in the

ability to think up new ideas.

5. Utilize learning procedures involving many activities and

products.

Aiter your efforts in planning many and varied activities and

procedures to help students engage'in creative thinking and pro-

blem solving, and in developing a facilitative atmosphere, there

comes the time wben teaching actually starts. Now your challenge

is to work with your pupils in ways that will promo,te the successful

attainment of your goals. You will have to work quite regularly

1 MO
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at- maintainfnerthe-clarssroom-environment pd -het ping---students'

employ many different abilities and skill8'in learning. While

this may be a challenge, especially in working with children who

have never encountered such efforts before, it is usually very

exciting and satisfying for teaohers and pupils alike.

There are some things you must be careful to remember, however.

First of all, strive to find new and diverse ways for students to

express themselves and demonstrate what they are learning. To

often it is easy to restrict ourselves to tests and written

reports, although there are many other things pupils can do. You

may,plan specific alternatives, or allow the students to parti-

cipate in designing them. Some other products to consider using

in your class include: songs 'and music; murals, sculptures, or

paintings; movement and physical expressions; community or school

service projects; creation and production of original poetry and

drama. You, will find it valuable to encourage students to try

their hand at expressing themselves in many different ways during

a school year.

+Creativity and problem solving projects can easily be-inte-

grated into the daily citssroom routine either as a part of a

particular subject area or independently. -many teachers set aside

some special time during each day for students to work on their

projects as a class, in.small groups, or as individuals., 'Ifa

special time is sei aside, you may find it easier to eitablish

a creative atmosphere in the classroom during that period. How-

ever,,.creativity and Problem solving instrUctional materials can

usually fit intO any subject area that would normally be taught

during'the day: Many of the materials and methods described in
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-Chapter-Three were spep1fica11 designed to be,used as a part of

the regular curriculun4. Thus the purdue creative Thinking Program

was designed to be used in social studies. Many of the materials

are designed for use in language arts and some for use in mathe-

matics and science. when used in this way the .materials have dual

benefits in that they not only aid in the development of some

specific skill or knowledge but they also helprtp develop Creati-

vity or problem solving in students.

The use oWsmall groups gives you and the students many ad-

vantages for creative4thinking and problem solving activities. It

reduces the fear and anxiety that may be associated with speaking

in front of the whole class. Students are more likely to offer

contributions when they are in a small, personal, closely seated

group of people. Furthermore, the reduced number of students allows

more time for each of the students to be presenting ideas, since

"each person in the group can talk more often than when the whole
.1

class is together. This may be especially helpful for students

who speak infrequently or not at all. Small groups also allow

students to proceed independently without supervision since the

teacher can only visit with one group at a time. Small groups

can also work at their own pace, going as slow or as fast as is

appropriate for the group members.

You should also employ a variety of instructional techniques.

Many teachers are already using large and small group discussion,

some creative thinking techniques (such as brainstorming), wide

variety of films and other media, and individualized instructional
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efforts such as learning centers or learning static:rm. These can

ali contribute effectively tos creative thinking, problem solving,

and inquiry by students. You may find it particularly useful,

howtOer, to use a contract or learning agreement approach to help

students learn to use many instructional resources efficiently

on their own.

6. Conduct a cafeful review and evaluation, not only of the

students' learning, but of your own proiect and efforts, and

pian-revisicins accordingly.

Your, first concern in evaluation will probably be to seek

effective ways of assessing the

certainly nedessary to ao this.

that any concern for evaluation

J,

students' performance; and'it is

Creative lefrnihg does not.3mplp

is dismisee& 11.1though 4,t is -

important to learn to defer- judgment, there :Mu.st..come a iiitte when ,.., . .

, A '' V ,,..re r-,

you get down to the process,of making' decisionp a,nd assessing the

quality of ideas and solationS:. ,Ici,relafrOn to evaluatiOn.;6i tit*,
,f, ; 4 / ./

students, there are three .,specific. Suggecit4ms you slicrul*contilder..
, Ns/ 14 Co 9First, learn to defin iiridliki( nd eNdices 'cif. ' evIcleAce"0 in your. -.

evaluation. Do not.feel cpeArai:ed 't,A, eye aion usingv,liper and?
, .

pencil test scores-and reports: ,By adop g broaa ,defiifi.tign.
: , . , . .

-, ..
of evaluation, the g'Ue;sti3Ong%eare 'strivAng im..answer tirefi,, "Hat

,,_,the stydent'rearhedthe ga.Vo,-, !low Well. has the",job been ,41one What-I. .ikinds Of data do I !rye to',, support %lie detliition?" se aJlert, there- .,
n)L-ts.fore, for. anz.kikids ,R,,,f data to.doeuntentr ihe:;attainmen 4. of . the goal's

and objectives 4,by)1the sttidents: 'secori3, 'learn, to 4:Criterion.

4

we J% .

4 ° ' .
.

-

ft. ,

. referenced evaauatiorg'hot 3ust. normr-referenced. gra It. id not always
. , .
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change or progress,made by the learner from one time to another,

or to examineihe success of the learner's efforts in relation to

the specific goals that were defined. Third, the evaluation of

creative learning.and problem solving should increasingly be

conducted 12z the learner.

Ybu should also be concerned with evaluating your eneire

project. You may find it valuable to do this on a day-to-day

basis and not just at the,completion of the entire project.

Again, you should'begin by going back to the general goals of

the project: why did you begin the project initially? what

were you hoping to accomplish? Then, for each of your responses

to these questions, ask yourself, "What kind of evidence would

indicate whether or not that has actually happened?"

An important aspect of evaluation, which you should also

remember, is that one purpose of evaluation is to provide you

wlth a basis for systematic revision of the program. Thus, after

4 ' you have collected the evidence to evaluate your project, don't

- just uie it to say, "It worked," or "It didn't work very well,"

and then drop it at that. Instead, seek to probe the strengths

)and weaknesses of the program, and try to look specifically at

each factor thus identified. How can you improve the strengths?

'What canke done to revise the weaknesses? What new ideas should

4. 'be incorporated?

Some Things To Watch Out For

No matter how careful your planning and attention to the

basic guidelines, things can go wrong. You cannot be protected

from those problems and aggravations that can'accompany any

approach to instruction. ,But there are some things that you
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should be warned about, in the hope that forewarned will be fore-

armed.

First of all, don't give up when your first efforts are rough

around the edges. Give yourself a fair chance to grow and to

develop your own creative abilities. Too many times educational

projects are dropped premature]iy, with the first signs of diffi-

culty4 only Later to have someone say, "Oh yes, I did try that

once, and it waunYt any good." You must not be overcome with the

frustration of a first attempt, but remember that with more ex-

perience, success will be easier to attain.

Second, creative thinking and problem solving, like any

Other educational concerns, canjbe handled in such a way as to

become dull, boringraltines. Your students will need variety, and

there will be pressure upon you to create new ideas, and to keepv.,

on creating. Creative learning is not a venture for the teacher

who wants to build a neat little package to use the same way, 0

day in and day out. You will have to be prepared to work very

hard to be flexible and original yourself.

Third, you will have to be flexible in responding to many

more spontaneous, original ideas from your pupils. You won't

have the cushion of the right answers in the teacher's guide

to fall back upon. There will be times when you will have to

say, "I don't know," and these occasions can be threatening to

some people.

Fourth, you will have to deal with many more variations in

time and daily schedules. Creative thinking and problem solving

do take time. Individualized learning means that many children

will be pursuing many different projects and activities through-
C .
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out the day. At first, this may seem to be a state of chaos or

disarray, but as you become more confident of the learner's efforts

and your own organization, it will become much easier for you to

A

tolerate.

Fifth, you must be prepared to create and maintain a con-

stantly changing and growing pool of resources for learning. It

won't do to put the goblins and witches up on the bulletin board

in October and leave them there until the turkeys go up at the end

of November. Nor will the reading table be adequately stocked

with a few old books to last ihe year. There must be many dif-

ferent resources, and you will have to work hard to see that they

are up-to-date and well-suited to the changing interests and activ.,

ities of the students.

Sixth, you may find that some of the traditional behaviors

of teaching are difficult to change, particularly those which

involve evaluation. When you look at someone's work, Cre may

often be that persistent tendency to say, "Well, here's what you

should do to correct this and that - . ." or "Let's see--this

word is spelled wrong, and that idea isn't clear . . ." It is

difficult to learn to defer judgment, even when you know that

eventually, evaluation will still occur. This will be a challenge

to your own creative ability.

Seventh, it may be difficult at first to keep in mind that

every child has the potential for creative thinking and problem

solving. One must be concerned not only with a few children

who display exceptional creative talent, but with_providing

tunities for every child,to develop these 'aidlities and skills.
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Eighth, some creative thinking activities may be viewed

by children as sex-typed. Creative dance, art, and poetry are

viewed by-:some-boys as girlish activities while mechanics, science,

and sports are viewed by some girls as boy-type activities. Special

efforts are needed by the teacher to overcome these sex-oriented

responses. Above all, all creative and problem solving activities

should be experienced by both boys and girls. If the eXperience

'is rewarding,-most of the problems will be overcome or at least-

alleviated.

Ninth, creativity and problem solving methods and materials

will demand a higher level of creative preparation from the

teacher than traditional methods and materials. You will not be

able *imply to "follow the manual." More creative effort is

needed to plan lessons, find materials, and guide ongoing learning

0
activities.

4
Finally, you must make some decisions about your awn values

and commitments. You will be able to be most successful if you are

concerned with fostering intellectual and personal grawth in'the

individual child.- You cannot view your job as mechanically "facing

the little monsters every day" to get a paycheck if you ai4 going

tO be successful in fostering creative learning, inquiry, and

problem solving;

160
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